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Transportation is the center of the world!
It is the glue of our daily lives.
When it goes well, we don't see it.
When it goes wrong, it negatively colors our day,
makes us feel angry and impotent, curtails our possibilities.

Robin Chase

Abstract
Daily transport behavior is a crucial challenge for emission reduction targets in major cities
across the globe. This thesis investigates the potential for mobility stations with cargo bikes
to promote sustainable urban mobility, based on examples in Germany and Switzerland.
Major objectives cover the case-based implementation and operation of the mobility station,
identifying user of e-bikes, cargo bikes, and trailers, analyzing available mobility options and
current mobility behavior. Further, resident’s needs for sustainable urban mobility are
structured as contextualized behavior while the theoretical and empirical findings provide
recommendations on transferable characteristics to future mobility programs. A mixed
methods approach combines a database of existing mobility stations and cargo bike
initiatives, stakeholder interviews to examine mobility station management practices, and a
household survey to collect and analyze travel choices in Mitte Altona. Key factors
influencing choices on sustainable urban mobility are material and social conditions such as
infrastructure and institutions as important drivers for a change in mobility behavior. This
work identifies a significant difference between car user and non-car user for use patterns
of households and mobility preferences, e.g. in how often public transport is used. The
mobility station is described as relevant institution to residents and often recommended,
while given infrastructure is a key driver for mobility choices. Offering cargo bikes and other
alternatives to transport goods and children is an important step to reduce car use and
ownership. The results contribute to the debate on sustainable urban mobility at the
neighborhood level, as well as to the discussion about the practical implications of
embedding local solutions by providing new insights on mobility stations to change transport
behavior. This work develops and systematizes knowledge and possibilities for the planning
and implementation of neighborhood-based mobility stations to inform urban planning
research and practitioners.
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1. Introduction
In Germany’s large cities, people are constantly on the move: Every day they travel to work,
to transport children, to go shopping, to leisure time activities, to school or to other
appointments. There are many different ways to get around the city (Craig and van Tienoven
2019) and various factors influence the choice of means of transport: travel time, comfort,
price, reliability, flexibility, sustainability, and many other aspects (Srinivasan et al. 2007).
Managing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and climate change are major challenges for
large cities across the globe, requiring shifts in our daily habits as global warming is likely to
reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2052 (IPCC 2018; Geiger et al. 2018). While total GHG
emissions in the European Union decreased by 0.4 % in 2016, transport-related GHG
emissions are still increasing (European Environmental Agency 5/31/2018). Ongoing
climate change and specific pressure on reducing urban emissions demand a change in
transport modes, but many residents still depend heavily on their private car for short
journeys (Haustein and Hunecke 2007). This motorized private transport is in most cases
still fossil fuel based and vehicles are often occupied by only one person (Scheiner 2010).
Therefore, this work aims to address the topic of fostering sustainable urban mobility at
neighborhood-based mobility stations with cargo bikes for local residents based on the
example of the city quarter Mitte Altona in Hamburg, Germany.
According to Lah (2019), sustainable urban mobility includes low-carbon urban mobility,
emissions reduction potential as well as benefits and synergies within urban mobility.
Mobility stations within the scope of this work are characterized by a physical presence in
an urban environment, which offers additional modes for mobility needs of local residents.
These should go beyond traditional public transport stations or bike sharing stations and aim
for a change in mobility behavior in the local context. A tool to structure factors influencing
mobility behavior is the Individual-Social-Material model (ISM) by Darnton and Horne (2013),
which will be applied within this work.
1.1 State of research
The individual choice of transportation modes is traditionally driven by three key factors:
travel time, cost, and comfort. The view taken here is that it is crucial to go beyond the
econometric approach, including sociology, psychology, and sociotechnical factors, to better
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understand cargo bike choice (Lind et al. 2015). Personal, household, and neighborhoodbased factors are all likely to be associated with mode choice; moreover influencing people’s
choice of transport mode should be an important factor in encouraging the use of nonautomobile transportation alternatives (Kim and Ulfarsson 2008).
Daily transport choices are among the most environmentally significant decisions that
households make (Collins and Chambers 2005). One of the most sustainable modes of
urban mobility is cycling (Heinrich et al. 2016). E-bikes, cargo bikes, and bike trailers may
improve the attractiveness of cycling, fostering usage among a larger customer group.
Cargo bikes and trailers can transport children, heavy goods, and large items and have the
potential to raise attractiveness for zero emission options (Riggs 2016). These transport
modes facilitates time savings compared to public transport, economic benefits (fuel
savings), and contributes to health and higher quality of life by reducing negative impacts
on the environment caused by emissions, congestion, and noise (Heinrich et al. 2016).
Preferences, experiences, and attitudes are crucial to better understand transport choice
and should be included in behavioral analysis to increase the explanatory power of travel
behavior models (Sultana et al. 2017). Factors driving a change in these established mobility
patterns can be distinguished in individual psychological factors, social factors, and material
structures, which all together influence choices of people (Darnton and Horne 2013;
Southerton et al. 2011).
Studies on mobility behavior in Germany show that about every 20th bike trip is already
equipped with electric support (BMVI 2018; Riggs 2016). Senior residents use e-bikes for
about 12% of their bike trips. E-bikes are mainly used on long distances, with a three times
higher use for bike trips of more than 15 kilometers (BMVI 2018; Gehlert et al. 2012). Some
studies suggest that the attractiveness of e-bikes can more than double compared to a
conventional bike, as re-acceleration after stops is much faster and electric pedal assistance
increases the average speed by 25% (Cherry and Cervero 2007; Pez 2017a, 2017b). This
is also represented by increasing numbers of sales in e-bikes, which doubled from 2012 to
2016 in the European Union, reaching 605,000 electrically power-assisted bikes in Germany
for 2016 (CONEBI 2016, 2017). Recent works show about every second cargo bike user
would take a car for a trip in the absence of a cargo-bike sharing operator (Becker and
Rudolf 2018).
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1.2 Knowledge gap
Some research has been conducted on e-bike user in Germany (Gehlert et al. 2012) and ebikes user in China (Cherry and Cervero 2007). First findings on cargo bike indicate that
complementing existing bike sharing systems with cargo bikes and supporting initiatives are
relevant requiring to continue research on concepts for implementation on the local level
(Becker and Rudolf 2018). However, there are very few studies on the impact and potential
for changing behavior with neighborhood-based mobility stations. Wulfhorst has published
recent work on some case studies in German cities, including some master theses, a
dissertation, and an article at the Technical University of Munich (Alarcos Andreu 2017a,
2017b; Miramontes et al. 2017; Miramontes Villarreal 2018). Miramontes and colleagues
identify the need for further research on mobility stations including data collection of users.
There is no specific knowledge on the different operation models for mobility stations as of
now and a lack of case studies in northern Germany. The case studies focus on existing
neighborhoods or public transport nodes, while stations in newly build neighborhoods are
rarely addressed in the current research (Jarass and Scheiner 2018).
1.3 Case study
Urban planning has the potential to foster alternative modes and reduce the need for car
ownership with an integrated and transit-oriented development. Important tools for material
developments in urban planning are to offer quality public transport, avoid mono-functional,
low-density settlements, and enable a competitive accessibility by walking, cycling, and
public transport (Bohnet and Gertz 2009). The city quarter Mitte Altona with its area of 75
hectares fosters sustainable urban development through conversion of land previously used
by railway lines and provides a strong example of efforts to foster sustainable transportation
(Elgström et al. 2014). The development plans of the city quarter Mitte Altona include a
specific mobility concept, which aims to strengthen pedestrian and bike traffic as well as
public transport. This includes material factors as reducing the off-street parking requirement
to 0.4 per housing unit in the private space and 0.1 as on-street parking requirement,
establishing a carsharing service, establishing local bike sharing stations (StadtRad),
creating easily accessible, and plentiful bike parking facilities in the public space and in the
residential buildings. (Behörde für Justiz und Gleichstellung der Freien und Hansestadt
Hamburg 9/26/2014).
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Buehler et al. (2017) identified parking management as the most important push factor for a
car-restrictive policy. Their case on major European cities demonstrates reduction potentials
of lowering car ownership and increasing quality of travel. The City of Hamburg also included
social factors by creating neighborhood management with a mobility station and mobility
consulting services for residents in its planning, with a budget of one million Euro for ten
years. The station will offer cargo bikes and further transportation modes, such as a handcart
and a bike rickshaw, to reduce car ownership and should function as a role model in the
neighborhood (Behörde für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt 2014). The steering committee for
the planning process of Mitte Altona consists of the District Administration of Altona, the City
of Hamburg represented by the Department of Urban Development and Housing and the
Department for Economy, Traffic and Innovation, the building investors, and further actors
like the neighborhood management. The committee decided early in the process for a
participatory process to integrate the local community and their individual needs in a
proactive manner. General information events and workshops addressed mobility, housing
or open space and participants raised demand for car-independent housing and alternative
transport options (Elgström et al. 2014).
1.4 Objective and research questions
The objective is to investigate how sustainable urban mobility can be promoted with
neighborhood-based mobility stations in urban areas, based on comparable best practice
examples in Germany and Switzerland. This requires a range of data on the choices and
preferences of actual and potential users mapped with a user survey and a more detailed
household survey including available transportation modes, frequency of use and individual
preferences. Potential benefits and challenges of different operation models are analyzed
on two comparative cases with in-depth expert interviews as well as interview with
stakeholders in Mitte Altona. The quantitative survey findings and qualitative outputs were
structured using the ISM model to go beyond traditional individual behavior change ideas.
The ISM is based on theory and was developed out of a review of successful behavior
change initiatives (Southerton et al. 2011).
This work follows the objective to develop and systematize knowledge and possibilities for
action for the planning and implementation of neighborhood-based mobility stations offering
cargo bikes in urban areas including their effects on behavior, their transferability and
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scalability as well as more general for sustainable urban mobility of local residents. Four
research questions guide the empirical case study:
•

How is the mobility station implemented and operated, compared to examples in
Germany and Switzerland?

•

Who uses e-bikes, cargo bikes and trailers in Mitte Altona? For which purpose are
they used?

•

Which mobility options are available? What is the current mobility behavior?

•

Drawing on the ISM of contextualized behavior, what do residents need to foster
sustainable urban mobility?

Based on the insights to the questions above, transferable results and recommendations for
improving implementation and operation of neighborhood-based mobility stations are
addressed:
•

Considering theoretical and empirical findings, which kind(s) of mobility stations and
operation systems might be transferable to future mobility concepts at the
neighborhood-level?
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2. Material and methods
A mixed-method approach is adopted, (Shaw and Hesse 2010; Tashakkori and Teddlie
2010) building on a review of existing work and a database of mobility stations, followed by
qualitative interviews with key stakeholders informing the evaluation of the case study on
Mitte Altona in Hamburg as well as expert interviews with managers of comparable
neighborhood-based mobility stations in Cologne and Zurich. A user survey collects data to
identify the behavior of users in Hamburg and their purpose of use, while a large-scale
household survey aims to provide insight on available transport modes, current mobility
behavior, and needs for sustainable urban mobility on the household level.
2.1 State of the art and database of mobility stations
This first step aims to identify a theoretical approach to structure factors for mobility behavior
to understand interventions and their impact in a given context (Durand et al. 2018). The
overall goal to influence people’s behavior and examine the effect of behavioral interventions
is addressed well by the ISM, which categorizes influences on behavior along the individual,
social, and material context (Darnton and Horne 2013). The model originates for the
University of Manchester and was first applied to examine the effectiveness of low carbon
behavior change interventions by the Scottish Government (Darnton and Evans 2013). The
ISM provides the general structure for evaluations within this work and will be further
explained in the next section.
Following the aim to investigate how sustainable urban mobility can be promoted with
neighborhood-based mobility stations in urban areas, existing research provides insights on
mobility stations in Bremen, Leipzig, Munich, Offenburg, and Würzburg (Alarcos Andreu
2017a; Heller 2016; Luginger 2016; Miramontes Villarreal 2018; Pfertner 2017). This thesis
identifies expert knowledge on role and motivation, goals and expectations, barriers and
drivers, and future perspectives to provide recommendations for improvements and
development of new mobility stations. Besides a deepened understanding of existing
concepts and their effects, a database with 110 mobility stations and 74 cargo bike initiatives
and concepts in Germany is built to provide a comprehensive picture of different kinds of
mobility stations and operation systems currently in place. Recommendations by experts,
existing publications, and web search enabled the collection key characteristics for the list
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of stations and initiatives. These include the type (cargo bike initiative or mobility station),
project name, address, website, and a brief description on vehicle types, operator details
etc., if available. The two comparable mobility stations are selected out of this database,
which had to be in full operation as neighborhood-based station, in large cities comparable
to Hamburg, offer many different vehicle types, and have some kind of local operator. The
selected stations in Cologne and Zurich are then further analyzed with qualitative expert
interviews.
The database is complemented by reviewing the case specific materials for Mitte Altona
such as public planning documents, official reports, and data provided by the operator,
ProQuartier Hamburg. Within this scope, comparable surveys and previously used data
collection methods are identified to inform the survey design for user and household
surveys. The literature review identified Mobilität in Deutschland (MiD) as an important
nationwide survey of households on their everyday transport behavior, which is conducted
on behalf of the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI 2018).The
survey was conducted in 2002, 2008 and 2017, and will be the baseline for the survey
design. Besides the national data, the 2017 dataset offers also a regional analysis of mobility
behavior for the city of Hamburg (BMVI 2018).
2.2 Qualitative interviews
Three semi-structured stakeholder interviews are conducted in Hamburg to provide a basis
for the evaluation of the mobility station in Mitte Altona including the planning process,
decision making, and involved actors (Mann 2016). Interviews are conducted with
representatives of the operator ProQuartier Hamburg, the Authority for Urban Development
and Housing, and the District Office Altona. To further investigate the pilot project in Mitte
Altona, experts are interviewed to generate insights on comparable mobility stations offering
cargo bikes with different operation systems and specific benefits and challenges are related
to each solution. Mobility stations for a detailed comparison include the Stellwerkviertel in
Cologne (Nachbarn60 e.V. 2016) and the Hunziker project in Zurich (Birks and Prater 2014).
The semi structured interview included eight main questions, each with two to seven sub
questions (Appendix B.1). These questions address the role and motivation of the
organization, goals and expectations towards the mobility station, planning and decision-
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making in the construction process for housing and the station building, implementation and
investment costs for the mobility station, transport modes offered, and operation and
influence of the parking situation (such as limited parking space). The closing section
addresses experience with challenges and drivers as well as identified solutions and
prospects on the development of the specific station and the overall mobility sector within
the region. The interview transcripts are analyzed along the ISM to identify factors with a
relevant influence of behavior with a detailed codebook (Appendix B.2).
2.3 User survey
Collecting data on user experiences for the case study in Hamburg is crucial to gain a deeper
understanding of who is using offered modes such as e-bikes, cargo bikes, and trailers in
Mitte Altona and why. The two-page user survey addresses this question including purpose
of trips taken (Appendix C.1). The user survey has 32 items, based on MiD (BMVI 2018)
and case specific details, covering the latest trip details, mobility behavior in general, and
demographics. Starting in mid-December 2018, all who used the mobility station are invited
to fill out a survey about their experience.
Representatives of ProQuartier received a brief introduction and training on the survey for
handing out the questionnaires to users during the opening hours. This made it possible to
ensure most users received a questionnaire. There were 74 questionnaires handed out for
rentals taking place during the five-month collection period from Dec 7th, 2018 till May 7th,
2019 out of which ten respondents completed and handed in a survey, a response rate of
13% (Appendix C.2). We expected more rentals, and an associated larger number of survey
respondents.
2.4 Household survey
The household survey aims to evaluate available transport modes, current mobility behavior,
and preferences on mode choice as well as user needs to decide for sustainable urban
mobility options (Stopher and Greaves 2007). The sample size of 1,600 households includes
all households in Mitte Altona and aims to provide a comprehensive picture of their mobility
choices. A three-page questionnaire is distributed to all households via mail to all mailboxes
in the beginning of April 2019 (Appendix D.1). Respondents were able to answer using a
paper survey, in an online form or at the neighborhood management office with personal
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assistance. 70 respondents used the online form, 61 participants handed in a paper survey
via mail or at the neighborhood management office leading to a response rate of 8%
(n=131).
The questionnaire includes four major categories: household demographics, available
means of transport and their use, mobility options, and mobility behavior. Twelve key
questions map out individual details and preferences. Besides the demographic information
(household size, number of vehicles and type, previous place of living incl. postcode, age,
gender, job, and education), the survey asks for frequencies of use (daily, several times a
week, several times a month, seldom, and never), and purpose of use, such as work,
children, shopping, and leisure time. The section on mobility options asks for the relevance
in deciding for an area of residence, previously provided information, ratings of services and
modes on a Likert scale (very good, good, sufficient, poor, very poor), and use of mobility
apps to identify frequent use and access options. Behavior and change of mode choice are
mapped with questions on modes, which are already used more, preferred modes for
increased used in future (bus/train, bike, car, sharing options, bike sharing, carsharing,
cargo bike sharing, and on foot), and open questions on why behavior has changed/not
changed, how mobility behavior may be supported, and what would need to happen in
general to change mobility behavior. Responses to the qualitative open questions are
combined in the analysis as many participants answered all three questions overlapping in
all answer fields.
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3. Contextualization
As this work utilizes a broad mixed methods approach, a structure informing data collection,
analysis, and interpretation is required. The ISM by Darnton & Horne (2013) will function as
such a theoretical lens. It is based on ‘moving beyond the individual’ to consider all contexts
that shape people’s behavior. ISM is a tool where the Individual, Social, and Material
contexts are used to examine the effectiveness of environmental behavior change
interventions.
The individual context includes factors held by the individual that affect the choices and the
behaviors he or she undertakes. These include values, beliefs and attitudes, cost and benefit
considerations as well as agency, skills and habits (Darnton and Horne 2013).The social
context includes factors existing beyond the individual in the social realm shaping behavior.
These influences include agency understandings that are shared amongst groups, such as
social norms, skills, habits, and the meanings attached to particular activities, as well as
people’s networks and relationships, and the institutions that influence how individual groups
of individuals behave (Darnton and Horne 2013). The material context includes factors that
are in the environment and wider world, which both constrain and shape behavior. These
influences include existing infrastructures, available technologies, and regulations, as well
as softer influences such as time and the schedules of everyday life (Darnton and Horne
2013).
Behavioral economics incorporate ideas of psychology, to provide decision-making
principles which fit in a more traditional economic view. Social psychology views the
individual more as a social being, whose behavior is shaped by norms, values, attitudes,
and beliefs, inter alia e.g. (Schwartz 2012). It provides a myriad of models on behavior, to
identify barriers and drivers which most strongly influence the behavior in question. The
sociological element here focuses on social practices, which can be explained as patterns
of action leading to doing and saying (Davis 1971; Darnton and Evans 2013). People
recognize a practice when they see it and are therefore able to reproduce it elsewhere,
defining common features that make practices coherent. These enable to sustain or change
practices in daily use when intervening at the level of elements. The three ISM contexts as
well as their specific factors are represented in figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: ISM adapted from Darnton & Horne (2013)
Note to figure: Each of the individual factors has one or more underpinning disciplines which offer a different view of human
conduct and the role of the individual. These are behavioral economics (b), social psychology (p) and sociology (s).

The ISM is operationalized with its specific factors influencing behavior and decision making
in daily mobility use. The three contexts and the corresponding 20 factors form the basis for
coding expert interviews and structuring survey response content. This enables to better
synchronize the different approaches and their findings to identify crucial factors for the
neighborhood-based mobility stations in this case study.
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4. Results and discussion
The results out of the document review, five qualitative interviews on Mitte Altona, Cologne
and Zurich, the user survey, and the household survey will be presented in the following.
Starting with the evaluation of Mitte Altona, followed by insights to current users of the
mobility station and their purpose of using the additional services provide. The next section
addresses available modes and mobility behavior in the neighborhood before closing with
needs and requests of households to foster the use of sustainable urban mobility. Where
applicable, results refer to the individual (I), social (S) and material (M) contexts.
4.1 Evaluation of the mobility station in Mitte Altona
The city quarter Mitte Altona in Hamburg aims to support sustainable mobility behavior
among residents. Two key planning components are therefore reduced parking space (M)
and promotion of alternative transport modes, through the mobility station and the
neighborhood management (S) (Appendix B.7). Multiple public authorities and private
organizations were involved during the planning phase over six years from 2012 till 2018,
leading to a complex decision-making structure. For example, the development plan
procedure is coordinated with the authorities within the city administration, the responsible
district office, and other public bodies, like utilities, transport companies, churches,
chambers of commerce, and crafts. If an agreement has been reached between the public
interests, the draft development plan can be publicly interpreted. Residents may inspect the
displayed draft plan and comment on the planning. All comments received will be examined,
considered and are then combined into a proposal for a decision. If the planning is
significantly changed, the procedure must be repeated. Private construction companies
implemented the legal obligations, such as providing a space for the mobility station and
budget of one million Euro. After completing the building, the mobility station was handed
over to ProQuartier and is now operated by the Mitte Altona neighborhood management,
providing its services to 1,600 recently moved-in households (Appendix B.4). The station is
located at the edge of the neighborhood offering rentals as well as in-person support via a
mobility manager during the office hours. It is planned that rentals will be available 24/7
through a partnership with Cambio-Carsharing, but this is not implemented yet. The delays
during the implementation process may be due to the broad range of public and private
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actors involved. One example is the vehicle sharing service involving not only cars but
further vehicle types, which is new for the carsharing operator. The vehicles offered include
cargo bikes, folding bikes, electric cargo trailers, a wheelchair transport bike, and carsharing
(Appendix B.7). Table 1 below shows Mitte Altona compared to two other mobility stations
in Cologne and Zurich, which were evaluated with in-depth expert interviews.
Table 1: Comparison of neighborhood-based mobility stations in Hamburg, Cologne and Zurich (Appendix B.3, B.4, B.5)

Attribute
Operator

Planning process
Neighborhood size
Costs

Hamburg
(Mitte Altona)
ProQuartier
(neighborhood
management)
2012-2018
1,600 households
1,000,000 Euro (total for
10 years)

Capital source

Building investors

Parking requirement

0.1 on-street and 0.4 offstreet
Mon
5-7pm
Wed
5-7pm
Thu
10am-noon
Sat
10am-noon

Opening hours (rentals
possible)

Cologne

Zurich

Nachbarn
60
e.V.
(neighborhood
association)
(1995) 2006-2013
400 households
2,500 Euro for first
vehicles
100,000 Euro for the
station
Engaged residents via
private loans
0.2 off-street (centralized
parking garage)
24/7 (self-access for
members)

mehr
als
wohnen
(building cooperative)
2011-2014
370 households
20,000 CHF for first
vehicles

Building cooperative
0.2 off-street (centralized
parking garage)
Mon-Fri
7am-7pm
Sat
8am-noon

The mobility station in the Stellwerkviertel, Cologne was initiated as a grassroots effort with
the goal to build a car-free neighborhood, fostered by a local initiative, the working group for
car-free settlements, since 1995. A more specific planning process for the mobility station
began in 2006 and the station opened in 2013. The neighborhood for 400 households
follows the concept of centralized neighborhood parking, with one central parking garage
(M) and no access by car to the individual roads within the quarter (M). The mobility station
is operated and financed by the neighborhood association Nachbarn 60 e.V. with more than
1,000 members (S). The initial sum of 100,000 Euro to purchase the apartment for the
mobility station was financed entirely through member loans. A first set of vehicles was
acquired for 2,500 Euro by retrofitting used vehicles in a neighborhood-based workshop (S).
The concept includes one main station which also functions as storage and meeting space
as well as several decentralized stations offering non-electric vehicles of all kinds (Appendix
B.3).
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Another approach to realize a mobility station offering cargo bikes can be seen in the
Hunziker Areal in Zurich, which aims to reduce car ownership and create quality public
space for all. This project was planned by local government and a building cooperative,
requiring a centralized underground parking garage (M) and very limited access to the
neighborhood (M). Rental and purchase contracts for the new residential units contain a
clause which excludes the ownership of a private car (M). Exceptions are possible e.g. in
case of medical necessity or exclusively for professional use. The station and rental services
are operated by the building cooperative via employees at the reception being responsible
for the 370 households as neighborhood service (S) and running a guest house located in
the neighborhood. The station is in a common area on the ground floor directly next to the
central quarter square and offers e-bikes, cargo bikes, trailers, and more vehicles to support
the daily mobility needs of inhabitants. In contrast to Hamburg and Cologne, all buildings
have a common area (“Allmendefläche”) as their ground floor leading to several small shops,
restaurants, galleries, and workshops within the city quarter (Appendix B.5).
4.2 User of the mobility station in Mitte Altona
Due to the limited opening hours for rentals leading to a small sample size of ten users, the
following results only provide a basic implication. Three of these first users are male, seven
are female and can be characterized by an average age of 34 years. Most of them are partand full-time employed and live as families with two adults and one or two children, two live
with more than two adults and without children. All respondents replied that they have no
limitations due to health problems in their daily mobility. All users hold a driving license, with
seven having one or more private cars in their household. This is high as the overall driving
license ownership in Hamburg is 86% for men and 76% for women (Follmer, Gruschwitz
5/27/2019). About every third user owns a cargo bike or a bike trailer while all households
of this sample have at least two bikes (2 bikes: 10%, 3 bikes: 30%, >3 bikes: 60%). The four
users who are registered with a carsharing provider, can continue using the 24/7 rental
system via Cambio as soon as its in place, the other users will need to register then. Most
respondents use single ride and day passes for public transport, while three have a
subscription or an annual pass (Appendix C.2).
The most often used modes in daily mobility behavior are bike, bus/train, walking, and the
private car. E-bikes and cargo bikes are described as used only seldom till never. Out of ten
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rentals, five decided for the cargo bike muli, three for a Brompton folding bike, and one each
for the handcart and the bike rickshaw Christiania T. Most rentals were shorter than two
hours, which results out of the limited opening hours, and the vehicles were used for various
distances from less than 2km (2x), to 2-5km (5x) and 5-10km (1x) as well as over 10km (2x)
(Appendix C.2). The purpose of trips covers seven different categories, which are shown in
figure 2 below.
Other
12%

Way to work
6%

Professional use
6%

Way to education
18%

Private use
17%

Bring or pick up people
6%

Recreation activity
35%
Figure 2: Purpose of use (user survey, n=10)

When asked, how satisfied are you with the rental process, nine participants are satisfied,
while eight are also satisfied with the model range offered at the mobility station. All
respondents answered “yes” that they would recommend the mobility station to others (S).
This highlights the relevance of the social institutions as a factor for mobility behavior, like
the neighborhood management running the mobility station (Appendix C.2).
A more precise picture of who might be potential users can be provided out of the household
survey (n=131). The gender distribution is equal between men and women with an average
age of 41.4 years (standard deviation of 12.7), covering all age groups between 20 and 80
years. The households have on average 2.3 people with 0.7 children.
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A linear regression is conducted to analyze if a significant (p=.05) linear relationship between
the number of vehicles per household and demographic factors exists. The models identify
four significant relations, where the number of adults influences the number of cars per
household. Both, the number of people and the number of children influence the number of
cargo bikes per household, but there are only very limited cases with cargo bikes (n=6).
Further linear models and logistic regressions on the number of children and impact on car
as well as on stroller users and all transport modes could not find significant (p=.05)
relationships. Linear models are used to describe the impact of demographic factors on ebike and cargo bike use. These identify one significant relationship between age and
frequency of e-bike use, which can be neglected due to a very small group of e-bike users.
When asked for the former place of residence, 39% moved in from Altona, 49% lived in
Hamburg before, and 12% previously lived outside of Hamburg. Classifying the former
residence by postcode in urban and suburban areas shows that the majority lived in urban
settings before while only 11% have lived in suburban settlements before. 43% of all new
residents answered that the mobility concept was decisive for their choice of residence with
bus/train connection (36%), short footpath (31%), and carsharing (13%) as important
factors. Availability of bike sharing was relevant to 10% and cargo bike sharing to 7% of the
people who valued the mobility concept in their decision making (Appendix D.2).
The majority of 83% in Mitte Altona holds at least a university degree and about 5% each
hold a professional apprenticeship, higher education entrance qualification or secondary
school as highest level of education. The population in Mitte Altona is highly educated
compared to overall Hamburg with 26,3% and the national average of 17,7% holding a
university degree (Statistisches Bundesamt 2018). Current occupation was asked as
qualitative text, which was then structed according to ISCO-08. The largest groups are
teaching professionals, science and engineering jobs, business and administration
professional, legal, social and cultural associates as well as administrative and commercial
managers (Appendix D.2).
In how far the former residence and the level of education influence the frequency of use
across all different modes is tested with an anova. The only significant relationship is
between the former place of residence and the use of e-bikes, but this finding has to be
neglected due to a very low number of frequent e-bike users (Appendix D.3).
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4.3 Available modes and mobility behavior
The household survey enables detailed descriptions about the available transport modes
and the current preferences of use and trip purpose for a specific mode choice. About 49%
of households in Mitte Altona own one or more cars, 81% have bikes, 4% e-bikes, and 5%
own one or more cargo bikes (Appendix D.2). The latest official travel survey for Hamburg,
MiD 2017, describes the inner city as 45% of households owning a car, while 72% own one
or more bikes, and about 2% have an e-bike (Follmer, Gruschwitz 5/27/2019). Compared to
these numbers, Mitte Altona has a higher car-, bike and e-bike ownership. The number of
bikes (M=2.12) increases linearly with the number of people in a household, while the
number of cars (M=0.56 per household) is only slightly increasing from one to two or more
household members. Cargo bikes (M=0.05 per household) occur only with four or more
persons, most likely in families (Appendix D.2).
The frequency of use is shown in figure 3 below, most households use bike, walking by foot,
bus/train, and their private car daily. The majority uses sharing options, cabs, and rental cars
several times a month or less (Appendix D.2).
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Figure 3: Frequency of use for different modes of transport (household survey, n=131)
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To better understand the individual preferences on different modes of transport, a correlation
analysis is conducted. Table 2 below presents how the different transportation modes
correlate, all significant correlations (p=.05) are shown (Appendix D.3).
Table 2: Correlation table on the frequency of use for different modes of transport (household survey, n=117, Appendix
D.3)

The analysis shows if two modes of transportation are used in a similar way. If people don't
use any of the two, it will also correlate. Using a car does show a slightly negative correlation
to use of bus/train (-0.26) and use of bike (-0.21), while a positive correlation occurs with
taxi use (0.25). This supports the broader assumption, that households using the car more
frequently do not use public transport and bike as much and vice versa. Results also show
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correlations between multiple items and the use of e-bike, cargo bike, and folding bike, which
can be neglected because the number of users for all three modes is very small. Stronger
correlations are shown between the different sharing offers, such as carsharing and bike
sharing with 0.27, indicating a use pattern of combining both modes. The higher correlations
for carsharing and scooter sharing (0.43), carsharing and ridesharing (0.47) as well as
scooter sharing and ridesharing (0.53) have to be neglected due to a very low number of
frequent users (Appendix D.3).
To test if respondents using of one sharing service are likely to use other sharing services
as well, the use is coded as binary (0 = never, 1 = all other frequencies) and then summed
up. Figure 4 below shows that the majority of households is using none or only one sharing
service, with the number of households decreasing with each additional sharing service
used (Appendix D.3).

Figure 4: Number of sharing services used per household (Appendix D.3)

The use of the different sharing services is also not equally distributed with >50 households
using carsharing, about 40 use bike sharing and about 10 households use scooter and
ridesharing.
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Another important predictor to the overall mobility behavior and mix of modes used more
frequently, might be car use. All households are divided in two groups: (1) car user (daily,
several times per week/month) and (2) non-car user (seldom and never). The two groups
do not differ from non-user on many socioeconomic characteristics, the only significant
difference is the average number of children per household with 0.81 for car user and 0.45
for non-car user (Appendix D.3).
T-tests are now conducted on what differentiates car user from non-car user and in how far
car driving might explain other use of transport modes. Table 3 below shows where behavior
of car user differs significantly from non-car user, as the difference in use of cars validates
the two sub-groups.
Table 3:Significant differences in mobility behavior of non-car user vs. car user (Appendix D.3)

Response variable: use of…

M-value non-car user

p-value

M-value car user

Car

0,00

1,55

3,85

Bus/Train

0,00

3,84

3,08

Bike sharing

0,03

1,64

1,34

Rental car

0,02

1,54

1,31

Bike

0,01

4,28

3,63

Non-car user tend to use public transport more often (p=.01), same is valid for the use of
bike (p=.01), while the frequency of use for bike sharing and rental cars is differentiated
between both groups (p=.05), but on average below seldom (Appendix D.3). There is a
significant difference in mobility behavior between car user and non-car user, especially for
the frequency of use in public transport and bike use.
The frequency of use does not significantly depend on the former residence, a slight
tendency shows that people moving in from Hamburg use their car and motorcycle less than
new inhabitants from Altona or outside of Hamburg. People from outside of Hamburg use
sharing options more often than the two other groups (Appendix D.3).
Trip purpose of travel is key as modal choice depends on the destination. Four modes (car
& motorcycle, bus/train, bike, walking by foot) are used equally for work, children, shopping,
recreation, school, doctor appointments, and others (Appendix D.2). A detailed picture is
shown in figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Trip purpose of the use for different modes of transport (household survey, n=131)

Recreation is the trip purpose for which many different modes are used, especially when
analyzing the sharing options, electric, cargo, and folding bikes. This is in line with the results
for the city of Hamburg where 29% of all trips are for recreation (Follmer, Gruschwitz
5/27/2019). Within these modes, car-, bike-, and ridesharing are used to get to work while
carsharing (34%) and cargo bikes (37%) are used for shopping trips. Another important use
case of cargo bikes in Mitte Altona is the transport of children, which is about 67% of all
cargo bike trips (Appendix D.2).
As access to many mobility options is becoming increasing digital, the use of mobility apps
informs about times, schedules, and available modes. About 70% of residents use the HVV
app (local public transport network), followed by the Deutsche Bahn app (60%) and
Hamburg StadtRad (44%). Assuming that using the app Hamburg StadtRad translates into
using the local bike sharing system, Mitte Altona has far more potential users than the inner
city area (30%) or the overall city of Hamburg (19%). One of four people has an HVV pass
and could be a frequent user of public transport while only less than 7% have a CambioCarsharing membership, which will be necessary to use the rental options of the mobility
station in future (Appendix D.2). This is far below the average for Hamburg where 28% of
households in the inner city are registered with at least one carsharing provider and 39%
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have a monthly HVV pass or a job/student ticket (Follmer, Gruschwitz 5/27/2019). The lower
percentage of households with an HVV pass or carsharing membership might be due to
many households using their car and not being aware of alternative modes. National data
indicates that the higher car use could be influenced by a high income, where the survey
only captured a very high level of education (BMVI 2018). Another factor might be that the
public transport infrastructure, such as a bus stop, is not in operation till now.
Several t-tests are conducted to validate, if there is a difference in mobility behavior of
important transport modes (use of car, bike, bus/train, by foot), based on specific app use.
The significant relations between app use and frequency of use are represented in table 4
below.
Table 4: Influence of app use on frequency of transport mode use (Appendix D.3)

Explanatory
variable (app use)
HVV pass

Response variable
(mode use)
Car

0,03

M-value non-app
user
2,75

HVV app

Bike

0,05

4,42

3,88

DB app

Car

0,02

3,02

2,39

p-value

M-value app user
2,16

The HVV pass users show a lower use of a car while a far more frequent use of bus/train is
visible, explained by the prepaid pass to use all public transport services without additional
costs (Appendix D.3).
The users of the public transport app (HVV app) use their bikes less often, maybe due to
higher use of public transport, even if this relation was not significant here. Users of the
national railway provider app (DB app) use a car less often, which could indicate that even
longer distances are covered by train and a car is less required for daily travel behavior
(Appendix D.3).
Another crucial factor to understand the given modes is how far people are aware of the
specific mobility options in the neighborhood. The majority of 71% answers that they are
aware of the concept and were informed mostly by communication of the neighborhood
management, newspaper articles, and media. Only 12% of the informed group received
information via their real estate agent and only 6% mentioned real estate portals as their
source of information (Appendix D.2). To better understand the lack of information, a series
t-tests analyses the impact of demographic factors or the mobility behavior on the available
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of information. The only significant finding here is a relation between the frequency of car
use and information on the binary item information on the mobility concept (Appendix D.3).
When comparing the group of non-car user vs. car user, car user are even more aware of
the specific mobility concept in Mitte Altona (see figure 6 below). The lack of information can
therefore not explain the higher use of a private car.

Not received information on mobility concept

Received information on mobility concept
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Non-car user

Car user

Figure 6: Available information of non-car user and car user (Appendix D.3)

Overall, 48% of respondents describe a change in their mobility behavior since moving in.
The top five of more often used modes are by foot (25%), bike (24%), bus/train (17%),
private car (13%) and carsharing (8%). A small number of users describes a change in
behavior with increased used of cargo bike sharing (4%) (Appendix D.2).
4.4 Needs and requests of residents to foster sustainable behavior
To better understand, what residents need to foster sustainable urban mobility, the quality
and evaluation of existing mobility options is combined with perceived current use and
modes of desired higher use in future. When plotting the responses on quality of mobility
options, carsharing, cargo bike sharing, and information on mobility services are described
as good or sufficient. The quality of bike sharing in the neighborhood is valued between
good and poor while bus/train options are valued lowest between sufficient and poor. When
participants evaluated existing mobility components such as the mobility station or bike
parking facilities, four items show a large improvement potential as these are perceived
sufficient or poor. These items are access to the mobility station, the options at the mobility
station, the number of public bike parking spaces, and the location and access of public bike
parking spaces (Appendix D.5). Linear regressions on bike use behavior and the evaluation
of bike parking facilities could not find significant relationships. A significant relation (p=.05)
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between the satisfaction with costs of the mobility station and printed information, based on
a linear regression, indicates a lack of information with the less satisfied users and/or the
provided information increase satisfaction with costs.
The following graphic (figure 7) presents which modes the new inhabitants already use more
today and which they want to use more in future. The major demands for preferred higher
use in future, compared to today, are bike sharing, carsharing, and cargo bike sharing. Some
respondents describe a higher use of their private car and a preferred higher car use in
future. The larger gap between todays sharing behavior and desired future use might refer
to the material factor of available technologies, as sharing becomes more and more
accessible (Appendix D.2, D.5).
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Figure 7: Evaluation of current use and desired future use by transport mode (household survey, n=131)

The responses on the last three qualitative questions: Has your mobility behavior changed
since you moved to the Mitte Altona and why has your behavior changed/not changed? How
can we support you in your mobility behavior? What would have to happen in general for
you to change your mobility behavior? are combined and structured. Most respondents
replied to all three items in a similar manner and doubled results (Appendix D.4). All
responses were coded and structured along the eleven categories: sidewalks (M), cycle
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paths (M), public transport (M), parking (M), streets (M), mobility station (S), carsharing (M),
StadtRad (M), a local bike sharing system, local supply in the neighborhood (M),
accessibility (M), and neighborhood management (S). Already by the range of categories,
dominant factors are out of the material (M) and social (S) realm (Appendix D.5).
One major issue residents mentioned in their response are car-free pedestrian zone and
safe footpaths along the construction sites. This is often combined with specific routes for
pedestrians through the neighborhood and the separation of cycle paths and footpaths. To
allow better accessibility, some respondents requested lower curbs in the neighborhood,
addressing the relevance of hard infrastructure (Appendix D.5, D.6).
To develop traffic routes for cyclists, improve access via cycle paths, and separate them
from footpaths are relevant concerns on bike use. Individual responses address road design
by avoiding cobblestones and lower curbs as well as the need for more public parking
spaces for bikes to reduce bike theft and vandalism (Appendix D.5, D.6).
Majority of responses address the public transport services in and around the neighborhood.
A crucial need is significant improvements of connections, as the nearest public transport
access to Bus and S-Bahn is more than 1,000m away and a bus stop at Harkortstraße was
already in the real estate advertisement in 2015, and is not in place yet. Further improvement
includes a new bus line to Altona station with new bus stops along the neighborhood.
Individuals also request a more frequent clocking of existing bus lines, as bus line 3 is often
overcrowded at Stresemannstraße as well as an extension of the S-Bahn connection,
indicating the relevance of time and schedules as a driving factor. To better combine
different modes, residents ask for safe bike parking facilities at the S-Bahn station. Overall
safety at S- and U-Bahn stations is another concern and some also mention a free public
transport system as important factor to decide for sustainable urban mobility (Appendix D.5,
D.6).
Another infrastructure topic is parking. While some neighbors mention the need to create
new neighborhood garages and additional public parking areas, others ask for a reduction
of parking areas along the roads, charges for public parking, and more frequent checks by
the police. This points to the factor of rules and regulations as material factor. A few
respondents recommend to create parking space for sharing providers, establish stopping
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zones for local residents or enable parking in front of the apartment for participation in public
life (Appendix D5, D.6).
Closure of the Harkortstraße for freight traffic, completion of roads, a 30km/h zone, and a
better planning of the construction phases of the Holsten area are mentioned on the road
infrastructure. People also ask for reduced motorized individual traffic, new crossings with
traffic lights on Harkortstraße, counteracting parents using cars to drop kids off at school.
Physical structures, like bollards on Emma-Poel-Str., are mentioned to avoid vehicle
crossing. Some also request more charging zones for electric cars, to include the available
technologies in their daily mobility behavior (Appendix D.5, D.6).
The mobility station should offer extended opening hours, expanded options for rental
including e-bikes, more cargo bikes, and an option to lease cargo bikes. Residents would
like the mobility manager to address residents proactively with a free or inexpensive trial
period after moving in. Some would like to find out more about carsharing in the mobility
station and would like to have a simplified rental process. Several respondents also mention
the unfavorable location for residents from the southern part of the city quarter. The mobility
station is addressed by the material factor of time and schedules as well as the social factor
by function as a central institution influencing mobility behavior (Appendix D.5, D.6).
An expansion of the existing options with larger cars for families, cars with automatic
transmission, and more locations are mentioned on carsharing, requesting additional vehicle
types to broaden modal choice options. Others also ask for the support of niche providers,
additional free-floating parking spaces, inexpensive options, and a simplified rental
procedure (Appendix D.5, D.6).
Quite detailed feedback is provided on StadtRad, the local bike sharing system, where
respondents ask for stations in the neighborhood, more city bikes, information about planned
stations on the website. Additional StadRad infrastructure in terms of counterpart stations in
Altona, Holstenstr., Ottensen, Emilienstraße and Christuskirche is also mentioned several
times (Appendix D.5, D.6).
A more institutional need is addressed by the lack of local supply in the neighborhood.
People request new shopping possibilities like a supermarket, bakery, drugstore,
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restaurants, and cafés on site. This should enable them to do shopping by foot, reducing
car use and ownership (Appendix D.5, D.6).
To make the neighborhood barrier free, new transport opportunities for people with limited
mobility should be created, curbs lowered, and parking in front of the apartment should be
allowed. Here hard infrastructure, objects, and technologies limit the behavior of local
residents (Appendix D.5, D.6).
Moving on to the social context, the neighborhood management could be improved by
extended office hours, free mobility options for everyone, and comfortable mobility
opportunities in the neighborhood. Residents would like to be informed proactively and get
information about city bike stations and bus lines via website. The neighborhood
management should lobby for better logistics on future construction sites and for the
redesign of roads (Appendix D.5, D.6).
4.5 Interpretation of needs along contextualized behavior in the ISM
This section aims to address what local residents need to foster sustainable urban mobility,
drawing on the ISM by Darnton and Horne (2013) of contextualized behavior, interpreting
the previously described empirical results. How people see their needs to foster a
sustainable mobility behavior is aroused by a combination of factors at the three levels,
individual, social, and material, of action or systems. Each level encompasses a number of
relevant factors, but the levels also interact with each other. Efforts to tackle their mobility
needs will need to take account of this range of factors and the different levels at which they
act, to target areas of mobility behavior and the intervention(s) to be used. A clear focus of
needs expressed by residents in Mitte Altona lies on the material and the social level
(Appendix D.2, D.6).
In terms of the individual level, the study didn’t specifically probe individual psychological
factors. Whether and how individual factors influence the needs of residents regarding the
change of their mobility behavior cannot be answered for the specific case study.
Some responses address the social level, including the institutions of mobility station and
neighborhood management. Hereby, having such formal institutions available enables
social interactions, e.g. forming a neighborhood, and might foster sustainable mobility
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behavior by promoting specific tastes and social norms. Based on the responses of
residents, the social level is important for interventions and areas fostering sustainable
urban mobility along with the needs of residents.
The material level establishes structural conditions (regulatory, institutional, physical, etc.)
for needs to change behavior. The material realm was addressed in most detail, where
respondents raise the relevance of infrastructure and time and schedules. The factors rules
and regulations as well as available technologies were also mentioned.
Infrastructure is of crucial relevance to residents in Mitte Altona where a majority describes
lacks in existing infrastructure (e.g. missing bike lanes) and large potentials to change
behavior with improved conditions (e.g. safe walkways). This is the major focus across all
responses and is of crucial importance to foster behavior towards sustainable urban mobility.
The previous section outlines the mentioned needs for sidewalks, cycle paths, public
transport, parking, street improvements, carsharing, bike sharing, and local supply in the
neighborhood. The last need is not a traditional infrastructure component, but crucial to the
individual action, such as shopping groceries.
Time and schedules are addressed multiple times in context of public transport services as
well as opening hours of the mobility station. The efficient allocation of time for travel is
crucial for the residents, where extended service hours and additional service offers
corresponding with working hours would enable more sustainable mobility decisions.
Rules and regulations are addressed as regulations by formal institutions, such as the local
authority to prescribe a 30 km/h-zone. This factor plays an important role in engaging with
the resident’s needs, as interventions of regulators affect everyone in the neighborhood.
Lastly, available technologies are mentioned in context of having electric charging points for
cars or shared electric vehicles at the mobility station. These technology interventions have
to be considered carefully, to not enable an easy transition to another engine (electric
vehicles) without changing behavior.
4.6 Transferrable recommendations on mobility stations
The previous section described already in details implementation of an operation of mobility
stations, users in Mitte Altona as well as the given conditions for all potential users including
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their current behavior, preferences, and needs. The following section aims to highlight the
significance of the results in context of previously conducted research, and comparable
studies for German cities.
The local public transport by bus and train is across Hamburg widely known when it comes
to being mobile in the city. While local public transport in large cities is well developed and
ubiquitous, many respondents in Mitte Altona demand a better access to train stations and
an own bus service through the neighborhood.
New mobility services such as carsharing and bike sharing have become increasingly
popular in Germany's cities in recent years (Goodall et al. 2017). The use of carsharing is
becoming increasingly established, every 5th inhabitant in large German cities has already
used it (Aschmoneit et al. 2019; Overs 2015). Residents in Mitte Altona have a rising
demand for these new services, but most of them are not using carsharing frequently. The
specific services of ridesharing/pooling and scooter sharing are not really used within the
neighborhood as some new mobility options seem to be particularly poorly established.
Across all three cases, recently new mobility concepts are still struggling with a lack of
awareness and little experience of use. It could help to motivate people to try out new forms
of mobility by offering tests, which is now tested in Mitte Altona by offering Mitte Touren to
promote the service of the neighborhood management (Klöckner 2005).
The main reasons for the non-use of carsharing, bike and cargo bike sharing, ridesharing/pooling and scooter sharing include the lack of information on these concepts and the lack
of availability (Woetzel et al. 2018). Carsharing shines with spontaneity and comfort and is
already much more used. Here, it is above all the price (about 3 Euro per hour plus 0.25
Euro per km) that keeps people from testing and using it. Several respondents said that they
had not used carsharing for this reason (Appendix D.5).
When focusing on recommendations for improving implementation and operation of
neighborhood-based mobility stations, Mitte Altona is both a case as best practice and an
indicator of what could be improved in future. The professional operator, financed by the
building investors and requested by the city, is a strong benefit. This system enables a
reliable service, high level of expertise, and good visibility within the neighborhood. The
implementation process in Hamburg was shorter than the comparable case in Cologne, but
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still missed to offer services from the first day of new residents moving in. This would be a
crucial factor to catch the window of opportunity for a change in mobility behavior after
moving to a new residence with rising relevance of new mobility services (MaaS Scotland
2018).
On the financial side, Hamburg has with about one million Euro for ten years the largest
budget, as Zurich has a smaller amount due to the integrated service at the guest house
reception and Cologne is solely financed by users. This pushed Cologne to a very costeffective system (e.g. the initial vehicle purchase for about 2,500 Euro) and a high
identification of their members to maintain all vehicles well over time. The two comparable
cases and research on mobility stations in Munich show that the hours of access are quite
crucial for users (Alarcos Andreu 2017b). Cologne offering 24/7h access has with more than
1,000 users per month the most frequent rental behavior. The Hunziker Areal follows with
about 200 users, while Mitte Altona has less than 20 users per month so far (Appendix B.5,
C.2).
In a nutshell, future mobility stations should focus on high availability, reliability, and an
attractive cost structure. To create effective mobility concepts, new neighborhoods should
learn from several examples and decide on case-specific attributes, such as the off-street
parking requirement (Srinivasan et al. 2007). A broad range of different vehicles might create
higher costs but has also the potential to raise attractivity for car-alternatives (Riggs and
Schwartz 2015). This is crucial in neighborhoods which still have comparable many cars
and parking facilities. The operator system also depends on available financial resources
and the legislative power of city representatives to demand specific infrastructure and lower
on- and off-street parking requirements.
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5. Conclusion
The car is still frequently and regularly used in Mitte Altona, where the comfort for shopping
or transport of people, is one reason. Being a car user or a non-car user does influence how
often public transport is used or if households use an HVV pass. Offering cargo bikes and
other alternatives to transport goods and children is an important step to reduce car use and
ownership, even if in this case study identified only a small group of e-bikes and cargo bikes
users. Most household do not use sharing options at all or limit their shared modes to one
kind, where carsharing is dominating in Mitte Altona. To foster sustainable urban mobility,
carsharing must become cheaper, public transport more accessible and reliable, and cycling
safer. Walking by foot or riding the bike are the most sustainable means of transport (Birks
and Prater 2014; Santos 2018). The overall satisfaction cycling suffers first and foremost
from a lack of security. Improving safety for cyclists, for example through wide cycle paths
and bike traffic lights, would be a good investment in satisfaction of cyclists and the
environment. Public transport should be integrated from the beginning and aim for a high
availability and reliability, both is important for satisfaction of users. To make short trips more
attractive by foot, a safe walkway, slow road traffic, and intersections with traffic lights might
be important tools (Lind et al. 2015).
The work aims to inform how sustainable urban mobility can be promoted with
neighborhood-based mobility stations in urban areas, based on best practice examples in
Germany and Switzerland. Key factors influencing people mobility behavior, based on this
case study, are in the social and material realm while the individual factors are less relevant.
The three most prominent factors of the ISM are reliable infrastructure, extended time and
schedules as well as strong institutions (Darnton and Horne 2013). Rational arguments are
not the only motives that people have and belonging to the (social) group of car user limits
the choice of other transport modes significantly. Thinking and acting is decisively influenced
by the emotional motives controlled (Klöckner 2005; Schmitt and Bamberg 2018).
This study can provide first results on the exemplary case of a new mobility concept including
a mobility station with cargo bikes, which is not only a potential for reducing car use but also
proves by some first users future mode to cover mobility needs by cargo bikes (Becker and
Rudolf 2018). One of two households within this study describes a change in mobility
behavior with a self-reported increase of bike rides and walking by foot. However, the small
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sample size and the restricted timeframe of this analysis are limiting factors for the described
results. A larger sample size would enable more detailed analysis and could provide
stronger insights on interrelations between different given factors and mobility preferences.
Future studies should evaluate the preferences and behavior of residents before, directly
after moving in and each year after moving in over a larger timeframe. Such a longitudinal
design could provide detailed insights on changes of individual mode choice and how
behavior might be influenced.
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A. Best practice database
The following table shows the best practice database without any personal information like
name, email address or phone number of contact persons identified during the review of
literature, reports and websites. It includes 110 mobility stations and 74 cargo bike initiatives.
Table A.1: Best practice database of mobility stations and cargo bike initiatives
Type

Project
name

City

Country

Cargo
bike
initiative

BeladeSC
HAENG

Aachen

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

KARL

Aachen

Germany

Mobility
station

Mobilitätsst
ation
Altenbeken
Max und
Moritz

Altenbeken

Germany

Augsburg

Germany

Auriculum

Aurich

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Bamberg

Bamberg

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

FLotte –
Dein
Freies
Lastenrad
in Berlin
BISELA.D
EBielefeld
sein
Lastenrad
MoBiel
Greenstati
on
(Bielefeld)

Berlin

Germany

Bielefeld

Germany

Bielefeld

Germany

Georg Dein
Transportf
ahrrad für
Bocholt
Lastenrad
BochumLangendre
er

Bocholt

Germany

BochumLangendre
er

Germany

Bolle Bonn

Bonn

Germany

Free
Wheely –
Lastenfahr
rad
Braunau

Braunau
am Inn

Austria

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative

Mobility
station

Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Address
(if
provided)
Passstraß
e 82,
52070
Aachen
Bleiberger
Straße 2,
52074
Aachen

Website

Description (in German)

https://www.belade
schaeng.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 1
Lastenrad

http://www.bleiberg
er.de/Karl

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad

http://max-undmoritz.bike/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 2
Lastenräder

Marktstraß
e 12,
26603
Aurich
Kapuziners
traße 25,
96047
Bamberg
Yorckstraß
e 25,
10965
BerlinKreuzberg
Bleichstras
se 77a,
33607
Bielefeld

http://www.auriculu
m.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 6
Lastenräder

https://lastenradbamberg.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 2
Lastenräder

http://www.flotteberlin.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 40
Lastenräder

http://bisela.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 3
Lastenräder

OttoBrennerStraße
242, 33604
Bielefeld

https://www.mobiel
.de/service/greenst
ation/

EU Projekt "Ticket to Kyoto"; cambio
CarSharing, der P&R-Parkplatz,
überdachte Fahrradständer, AnrufSammel-Taxi und Taxi-Stand

https://www.bochol
t.de/rathaus/umwel
treferat/georg-deintransportrad/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 1
Lastenrad

http://bahnhoflangendreer.de/leih
-dir-daslangendreerlastenrad!.html
http://bolle-bonn.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder in Planung

http://www.brauna
umobil.at

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 1
Lastenrad

Wallbaum
weg 108,
44894
Bochum

Hans
SachsStraße 33,
5280

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 2
Lastenräder
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Type

Project
name

City

Country

Cargo
bike
initiative

Heinrich
der
Lastenlöw
e
Fairvelo

Braunschw
eig

Germany

Bregenz,
Dornbirn,
Feldkirch

Germany

Fietje Freies
Lastenrad
Bremen
MietVelo

Bremen

Germany

Bremen

Germany

mobil.punk
t Bremen

Bremen

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Buchholz

Buchholz i.
d.
Nordheide

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargonomi
a

Budapest

Hungary

Cargo
bike
initiative

Karli

Chemnitz

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

LEILA
Dachau

Dachau

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Heinerbike

Darmstadt

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Detmolder
Lastenrad
"dela"
Dein
RUDOLF

Detmold

Germany

Dortmund

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Frieda &
Friedrich

Dresden

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

DuisBock Dein
Duisburger
Lastenrad
Schicke
Mütze und
Freunde
Ella

Duisburg

Germany

Düsseldorf

Germany

Erfurt

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Address
(if
provided)
Braunau
am Inn
Am Klingt
20, 38100
Braunschw
eig
Dorfstr. 25,
D-88142
Wasserbur
g
Bahnhofspl
atz 14a,
28915
Bremen
Kantstraße
, 75, 28201
Bremen
Am
Dobben
133, 28203
Bremen

Website

Description (in German)

https://www.heinric
h-derlastenloewe.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 2
Lastenräder

https://www.fairvel
o.org

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 5
Lastenräder

http://www.fietjelastenrad.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 3
Lastenräder

http://www.mietvel
o.com/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 5
Lastenräder

https://mobilpunktbremen.de/mobilpunkte/

Däumlingw
eg 9,
21244
Buchholz i.
d. N.

http://www.lastenra
d-buchholz.de

Stand 03/2016: 10 mobil.punkte und
14 mobil.pünktchen;
Carsharingangebote verschiedener
Anbieter (flinkster, cambio,
moveabout); Bike & Ride; ÖPNV
Anschluss; Taxi
kostenfreie Lastenräder in Planung

Henrietten
straße 5,
09112
Chemnitz
Schleißhei
mer Straße
13, 85221
Dachau
Luisenplat
z 5a,
64283
Darmstadt
Allee 15,
32756
Detmold
Förderstra
ße 18,
45356
Essen
Bischofsw
eg 38,
01099
Dresden
Mühlheime
r Straße
91, 47058
Duisburg

Lassallestr
aße 50,
99086
Erfurt

https://www.cargon
omia.hu
https://www.kozteh
erbringa.hu
https://www.adfcchemnitz.de/karli/p
ublic/service/info

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 11
Lastenräder

http://www.adfcdachau.de/lastenra
dsharing

kostenfreie Lastenräder in Planung

https://www.heiner
bike.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 5
Lastenräder

http://dela.bike/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 3
Lastenräder

http://deinrudolf.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 2
Lastenräder

https://www.friedafr
iedrich.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 8
Lastenräder

http://www.duisboc
k.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 2
Lastenräder

http://www.lastenra
d-duesseldorf.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 2
Lastenräder

http://www.ellalastenrad.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 2
Lastenräder

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 1
Lastenrad
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Type

Project
name

City

Country

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Buchungsp
lattform
Erlangen
ELA:
Essens
freies
Lastenrad
Essener
Lastenräde
r

Erlangen

Germany

Essen

Germany

Website

Description (in German)

http://transportradbuchen.erlangen.d
e/fahrraeder/
https://ela.transitio
ntown-essen.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 3
Lastenräder

Essen

Germany

Kopstadtpl
art 12,
45127
Essen
Hafermarkt
7, 24943
Flensburg

http://essenerlastenrad.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 8
Lastenräder und 4 Anhänger

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Flensburg

Flensburg

Germany

https://lastenradflensburg.de/

Westeralle
e 161,
24941
Flensburg
Diblerstr.
12, 24941
Flensburg

https://lastenradflensburg.de/

Germany

Kauslundh
of 5, 24943
Flensburg

https://lastenradflensburg.de/

Flensburg

Germany

https://lastenradflensburg.de/

Main
Lastenrad

Frankfurt
am Main

Germany

https://www.mainlastenrad.de/

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Matemobil

Frankfurt
am Main

Germany

http://matemobil.gu
tehaende.net/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 3
Lastenräder

LastenVelo
Freiburg

Freiburg

Germany

http://www.lastenv
elofreiburg.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 8
Lastenräder

Cargo
bike
initiative

Das
ALLrad –
Allmende
Lastenrad
Projekt
Freies
Lastenrad
Graz
tim (Graz)

Gießen

Germany

Schiffbrück
e 39,
24939
Flensburg
Wilhelmsst
raße 2,
34117
Kassel
Jügelstr. 1,
Frankfurt
am Main
Runzmatte
nweg 7,
79110
Freiburg
Lincolnstr.
11, 35394
Gießen

kostenfreie Lastenräder (aktuell 4
Modelle an unterschiedlichen
Standorten) zur Vermietung in
Flensburg
kostenfreie Lastenräder (aktuell 4
Modelle an unterschiedlichen
Standorten) zur Vermietung in
Flensburg
kostenfreie Lastenräder (aktuell 4
Modelle an unterschiedlichen
Standorten) zur Vermietung in
Flensburg
kostenfreie Lastenräder (aktuell 4
Modelle an unterschiedlichen
Standorten) zur Vermietung in
Flensburg
kostenfreie Lastenräder (aktuell 4
Modelle an unterschiedlichen
Standorten) zur Vermietung in
Flensburg
kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 4
Lastenräder

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Flensburg

Flensburg

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Flensburg

Flensburg

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Flensburg

Flensburg

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Flensburg

Cargo
bike
initiative

https://dasallrad.or
g

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 5
Lastenräder

Graz

Austria

https://www.daslastenrad.at/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 4
Lastenräder

Graz

Austria

https://www.timgraz.at/

Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Klara

Hamburg

Germany

zentralisierte Mobilitäts-Hotspots,
Bus; Carsharing, Taxi, Mietwagen,
Bim, Bike
kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 3
Lastenräder

Mobilstatio
n Mitte
Altona

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Altona

Hamburg

Germany

Petersgass
e 35, 8010
Graz
Steyrergas
se 116,
8020 Graz
Koppel 3436, 20099
Hamburg
Harkortstra
ße
109/Ecke
GlückelvonHamelnStraße,
22765
Hamburg
PaulNeverman
n-Platz,

Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Address
(if
provided)

https://lastenradflensburg.de/

https://klara.bike/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad

http://www.mittealtona.info/mobilst
ation-mitte-altona/

Mobilitätsstation in Mitte Altona mit
Fahrrädern, Lastenrädern, Anhängern
zum Ausleihen

https://www.switch
h.de/hochbahn/ha

Stand 12/2018: 45 switchh-Punkte in
Hamburg; SPNV, U-Bahn, Bus, Taxi,
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Type

Project
name

City

Country

Mobility
station

switchh
Barmbek

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Bei der
Reitbahn

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Bergedorf

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
BerhardNochtStraße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Berliner
Tor

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
CasparVoghtStraße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Christuskir
che

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Dammtor

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Dorotheen
straße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Elbbrücken

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Englische
Planke

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Frickestraß
e

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Goldbekpl
atz/
Semperstr
aße
switchh
Griessstra
ße

Hamburg

Germany

Hamburg

Germany

switchh
Großheide
straße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Address
(if
provided)
22765
Hamburg
Wiesenda
mm 6,
22305
Hamburg
Große
Brunnenstr
aße 64-76,
22763
Hamburg
JohannMeyerStraße 56,
21031
Hamburg
BernhardNochtStraße 74,
20359
Hamburg
Beim
Strohhaus
e 38,
20097
Hamburg
CasparVoghtStraße
55/57,
20535
Hamburg
Bei der
Christuskir
che, 20259
Hamburg
TheodorHeussPlatz 1,
20354
Hamburg
Dorotheen
straße 59,
22301
Hamburg
Zweibrück
enstraße
2, 20457
Hamburg
Englische
Planke 16,
20459
Hamburg
Frickestraß
e 60,
20251
Hamburg
Semperstr
aße &
Goldbekpl
atz, 22303
Hamburg
Griesstraß
e 86,
20535
Hamburg
Großheide
straße,

Website

Description (in German)

mburg/switchh/ho
mepage
Check switch
Altona

Carsharing, Bikesharing,
Autovermietung
Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona
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Type

Project
name

City

Country

Mobility
station

switchh
Hallerstraß
e

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Hamburger
Straße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Harburg

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Hauptbahn
hof Nord

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Hegestieg

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Heußweg

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Himmelstr
aße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Holländisc
he Reihe

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Kellinghus
enstraße
switchh
Kurze
Straße
switchh
Lange
Reihe

Hamburg

Germany

Hamburg

Germany

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Lattenkam
p

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Nernstweg

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Neuer
Pferdemar
kt
switchh
Neuer
Steinweg

Hamburg

Germany

Hamburg

Germany

switchh
Paulinenpl
atz
switchh
Planckstra
ße

Hamburg

Germany

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station
Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station
Mobility
station

Address
(if
provided)
22303
Hamburg
Rothenbau
mchausse
e 76-78,
20148
Hamburg
Wagnerstr
aße 5,
22081
Hamburg
Hannovers
che Str.
85, 21079
Hamburg
ErnstMerckStraße,
20099
Hamburg
Hegestieg,
20249
Hamburg
Heußweg
66, 20255
Hamburg
Himmelstr
aße 2,
22299
Hamburg
Holländisc
he Reihe
40, 22765
Hamburg
Goernestra
ße, 20249
Hamburg
Kurze Str.
30, 20355
Hamburg
Lange
Reihe 115,
20099
Hamburg
ggü,
Lattenkam
p 78,
22299
Hamburg
Nernstweg
34, 22765
Hamburg
Neuer
Pferdemar
kt 4, 20359
Hamburg
Neuer
Steinweg
6, 20459
Hamburg
Paulinenpl.
3, 20359
Hamburg
Planckstra
ße 12,
22765
Hamburg

Website

Description (in German)

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

48

Type

Project
name

City

Country

Mobility
station

switchh
Probsteier
Straße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Rödingsm
arkt

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Rostocker
Straße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Saarlandst
raße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Schlump

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Schubacks
traße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Seilerstraß
e

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Semperstr
aße

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Sillemstraß
e

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Vorsetzen

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Wandsbek
Markt

Hamburg

Germany

Mobility
station

switchh
Wendloher
Weg

Hamburg

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Hannah

Hannover

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenradv
erleih im
ZuM
Helara

Heidelberg

Germany

Herten

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Hilde –
Dein
Lastenrad
in
Hildesheim
Lastenrad
Kooperatio
n
Innsbruck

Hildesheim

Germany

Innsbruck

Austria

Cargo
bike
initiative

Address
(if
provided)
Probsteier
Straße,
22049
Hamburg
Rödingsm
arkt 1-3,
20459
Hamburg
Rostocker
Str. 20,
20099
Hamburg
Saarlandst
raße 39,
22303
Hamburg
GustavFalkeStraße 8,
20144
Hamburg
Schubacks
traße 4,
20251
Hamburg
Seilerstraß
e 33,
20359
Hamburg
Semperstr
aße,
22303
Hamburg
Sillemstraß
e 65,
20257
Hamburg
Vorsetzen,
20459
Hamburg
Schloßstra
ße 40,
22041
Hamburg
Wendloher
Weg 2,
20251
Hamburg
Hausmann
straße 910, 30159
Hannover

Website

Description (in German)

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

Check switch
Altona

Check switch Altona

http://www.hannah
-lastenrad.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 18
Lastenräder

http://lastenradzum.oekostadt.org/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 1
Lastenrad

Margenbo
mmstr. 24,
45701
Herten
Am
Ratsbauho
f 1c, 31134
Hildesheim

http://www.helara.d
e

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 1
Lastenrad

https://www.hildelastenrad.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 6
Lastenräder

Hauptsplat
z 5, 6020
Innsbruck

http://www.lastenra
d-innsbruck.at/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad
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Type

Project
name

City

Country

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Lastenkarl
e

Karlsruhe

Germany

Das Kieler
Tretwerk

Kiel

Germany

KASIMIR –
Dein
Lastenrad
Nachbarn
60 e.V.
Stellwerkvi
ertel

Köln

Germany

Köln

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Rothehaus
rad

KölnEhrenfeld

Germany

KOLARA Kollektiv
Lastenrad
Leipzig
LARA Lastenräde
r für
Leipzig
Leipzig
mobil
GeorgSchumann
-Straße

Leipzig

Website

Description (in German)

https://www.lasten
karle.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 5
Lastenräder

http://www.kielertre
twerk.org/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 4
Lastenräder

http://www.kasimirlastenrad.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2013, 10
Lastenräder

https://www.nachb
arn60.de/mobilitaet
sstation.html

http://www.rotheha
usrad.de

Vielzahl von Fahrzeugen und
Gebrauchsgütern:
Transportmittel wie Plattformwagen,
Bollerwagen, Sackkarren,
Paketkarren, Fahrradanhänger,
Fahrradkörbe, Tandems,
Fahrradluftpumpe und
Fahrradreparaturständer, faltbarer
Rollstuhl sowie
Gehhilfen,Vertikutierer, überlange
Leiter, Biertischgarnituren, Pavillons,
ein großes Festzelt für 100 Personen,
Geschirr, Kaffeekannen,
Feuerkörbe/Grills, Spielzeug für
Kinder und Jugendliche (Gokarts und
diverses Außenspielzeug, mobile
Fußballtore, ein Einrad),
Tischtennisplatte (mobil), Bücher
kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 1
Lastenrad

Germany

https://kolara.word
press.com/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2012, 11
Lastenräder

Leipzig

Germany

https://lara.adfcleipzig.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 3
Lastenräder

Leipzig

Germany

GerogSchumann
-Straße,
Leipzig

https://leipzigmobil.app/

Leipzig
mobil
Angerbrüc
ke
Leipzig
mobil
Augustuspl
atz
Leipzig
mobil
Bornaische
/Klemmstr
aße

Leipzig

Germany

Angerbrüc
ke, 04177
Leipzig

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Bus und Bahn, Mietauto, Mietfahrrad
und Taxi über eine App buchbar;
deutschlandweite Buchung von
Carsharing Angeboten zu Leipzig
mobil Tarifen, Abrechnung durch
Verkehrsbetrieb; kostenpflichtiges
Abo
Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Augustuspl
atz, 04109
Leipzig

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Mobility
station

Leipzig
mobil
Delitzscher
/G.Schumann
-Straße

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Mobility
station

Leipzig
mobil

Leipzig

Germany

Klemmstra
ße &
Bornaische
Straße,
04277
Leipzig
GeorgSchumann
-Straße &
Delitzscher
Straße,
04105
Leipzig
Euritzscher
Markt,

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Address
(if
provided)
Kronenstr.
9, 76133
Kalrsruhe
Lorentzend
amm 6-8,
24103 Kiel
Sechzigstr.
73, 50733
Köln
Kesselhau
sstraße 1,
50733
Köln

50

Type

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Project
name
Eutritzsche
r Markt
Leipzig
mobil G.Schwarz/H.DrieschStr.

Leipzig
mobil
Georgiring
3/Schützen
straße
Leipzig
mobil
Goerdelerri
ng/Pfaffen
dorfer
Straße
Leipzig
mobil
Hauptbahn
hof
Westseite
Leipzig
mobil
Lindenauer
Markt
Leipzig
mobil
Markgrafe
nstraße
Leipzig
mobil
Nordplatz/
Kickerlings
berg
Leipzig
mobil
Ostplatz/Jo
hannisalle
e
Leipzig
mobil
Riemannbzw.
Kohlenstra
ße
Leipzig
mobil S-Bf.
Gohlis/Blo
chmannstr
aße
Leipzig
mobil
Scheffeloder
Kochstraß
e
Leipzig
mobil
Schnorrstr
aße
Leipzig
mobil
Schönauer
Straße/Lüt

City

Country

Address
(if
provided)
04129
Leipzig
GeorgSchwarzStraße &
HansDrieschStraße,
04179
Leipzig
Georgiring
3, 04103
Leipzig

Website

Description (in German)

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Goerdelerri
ng &
Pfaffendorf
er Straße,
04105
Leipzig
Hbf
Westseite,
04103
Leipzig

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Lindenauer
Markt,
04177
Leipzig
Markgrafe
nstraße 2,
04109
Leipzig
Kickerlings
berg &
Nordplatz,
04105
Leipzig
Ostplatz &
Johanniss
allee,
04317
Leipzig
Kohlenstra
ße, Leipzig

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

S-Bf.
Gohlis,
04157
Leipzig

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Kochstraß
e, Leipzig

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Leipzig

Germany

Schnorrstr
aße,
04229
Leipzig
Lützner
Str. &
Schönauer

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.
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Type

City

Country

Leipzig

Germany

Leipzig

Germany

Leipzig

Germany

Leipzig

Germany

Leipzig

Germany

Leipzig
mobil
Westplatz
Lastenvelo
Lörrach

Leipzig

Germany

Lörrach

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Citymuli

Magdebur
g

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

LaMa Dein
LastenVelo
Mannheim
FREIE
Räder

Mannheim

Germany

Marburg

Germany

Mobility
station

Mobilitätsst
ation
Meschede

Meschede

Germany

Mobility
station

Rad+BUS
mobilSTati
on

Mettingen

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Dein
Freies
Lastenrad
in
Moenchen
gladbach
KLARA

Mönchengl
adbach

Germany

Mülheim

Germany

City2Share
Am

München

Germany

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station
Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative

Mobility
station

Project
name
zner
Straße
Leipzig
mobil
Siegismun
dstraße
Leipzig
mobil
Stannebei
nplatz
Leipzig
mobil
Südplatz/K
ochstraße
Leipzig
mobil
Virchowstr
aße
Leipzig
mobil W.SchwabeStraße/Jah
nallee

Address
(if
provided)
Str., 04205
Leipzig
Siegismun
dstraße,
04317
Leipzig
Stannebei
nplatz,
04347
Leipzig
Südplatz &
Kochstraß
e, 04275
Leipzig
Virchowstr
aße,
04157
Leipzig
W.SchwabeStraße &
Jahnallee,
04109
Leipzig
Westplatz,
04109
Leipzig
Badstuben
weg 9,
79540
Lörrach
GerhartHauptman
n-str. 41,
39108
Magdebur
g
Gartenfeld
str. 34,
68168
Mannheim
Ketzerbac
h 50,
35037
Marburg
Le-PuyStraße 6-8,
59872
Meschede
Clemensst
raße 2,
49497
Mettingen

Löhberg
28, 45468
Mülheim
an der
Ruhr
Am
Glockebac
h 14;

Website

Description (in German)

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig
mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

Check Leipzig mobil G.-Sch.-Str.

http://igvelo.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder in Planung

https://citymuli.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad

http://lastenveloma
nnheim.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 1
Lastenrad

http://freielasten.org

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 11
Lastenräder

https://www.bahn.d
e/westfalenbus/vie
w/home/info/mobilit
aetsstation.shtml
https://www.rvmonline.de/regionalv
erkehrmuensterlandunternehmen/proje
kte.php
http://lastenradmg.
de

Bus&Bahn, Flinkster, Pedelec und
Segway im Angebot

http://www.klimazo
nemh.de/nuetzliches/
teilen-leihen/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad

https://www.mvg.d
e/ueber/mvgprojekte/multimoda

Projekt City2Share; Infostele, MVG
Rad, MVG eRad, SWM-Ladesäule für
E-Carsharing, Carsharing freefloat,

Schnellbus und E-Bike

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 1
Lastenrad
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Type

Project
name

City

Country

Glockenba
ch

Address
(if
provided)
80469
München

Website

Description (in German)

lemobilitaet/mobilitae
tsstationen.html
Check City2Share
Am Glockenbach

Carsharing stationär, privilegiertes
Parken für private E-Fahrzeuge,
Parksensorik
Check City2Share Am Glockenbach

Check City2Share
Am Glockenbach

Check City2Share Am Glockenbach

Check City2Share
Am Glockenbach

Check City2Share Am Glockenbach

https://www.lastenr
ad-muenchen.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 1
Lastenrad

Westendst
raße 49,
80339
München
FritzWinterStraße 3-7,
80807
München

https://www.freielastenradler.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 9
Lastenräder

https://www.mvg.d
e/ueber/mvgprojekte/multimoda
lemobilitaet/mobilitae
tsstationen.html
Check Smarter
together Aubing

Mobility
station

City2Share
Goetheplat
z

München

Germany

Mobility
station

City2Share
Kidlerplatz

München

Germany

Mobility
station

City2Share
Zenettiplat
z
Daniel –
Dein
Lastenrad
für
München
Freie
Lastenradl
er

München

Germany

München

Germany

München

Germany

Mobility
station

Mobilitätsst
ation
München
Domagkpa
rk

München

Germany

Mobility
station

Smarter
together
Aubing

München

Germany

Colmdorfst
raße 34,
München

Mobility
station

Smarter
together
Freienfelss
traße

München

Germany

Wiesentfel
ser Straße
16,
München

Mobility
station

Smarter
together
Freiham

München

Germany

Check Smarter
together Aubing

Mobility
station

Smarter
together
Leienfelsst
raße
Smarter
together
Mainaustra
ße
Smarter
together
Neuaubing

München

Germany

HansStützleStraße 2,
München
IlseFehlingStraße 37

München

Germany

Mainaustra
ße 73,
München

Check Smarter
together Aubing

München

Germany

Bodensees
traße 238,
München

Check Smarter
together Aubing

Mobility
station

Smarter
together
Westkreuz

München

Germany

Check Smarter
together Aubing

Mobility
station

Smarter
together
Wiesentfel
serstraße

München

Germany

Friedrichsh
afener
Straße 11,
81243
München
Wiesentfel
ser Straße
53,
München

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lasse Dein
Lastenrad

Münster

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Lindwurmp
latz 85,
80337
München
Kidlerplatz;
81371
München
Zenettiplat
z 2, 80337
München
Platenstra
ße 4,
80336
München

Check Smarter
together Aubing

Check Smarter
together Aubing

https://lastenradms.de/

Mobilitätsstationen an vier Stellen im
Quartier zum Nutzen von Carsharing,
Pedelecs, Lastenanhängern und
Fahrrädern;
Wohnungsgenossenschaft
WOGENO; Station im Domagkpark
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
E-Carsharing stationär, privilegiertes
Parken für private E-Fahrzeuge,
SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
Quartiersbox, E-Carsharing stationär,
Parkplatz für privates E-Fahrzeug,
SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
E-Carsharing stationär, Parkplatz für
privates E-Fahrzeug, SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
E-Carsharing stationär, Parkplatz für
privates E-Fahrzeug, SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
E-Carsharing stationär, Parkplatz für
privates E-Fahrzeug, SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
E-Carsharing stationär, privilegiertes
Parken für private E-Fahrzeuge,
SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
Quartiersbox, E-Carsharing stationär,
SWM-Ladesäule
Projekt smarter together; Infostele,
MVG Rad, MVG eRad, MVG eTrike,
E-Carsharing stationär, privilegiertes
Parken für private E-Fahrzeuge,
SWM-Ladesäule
kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2015, 4
Lastenräder
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Type

City

Country

Address
(if
provided)

Website

Description (in German)

Nürnberg

Germany

https://lastenradfue
ralle.de/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2017, 1
Lastenrad

EinfachMo
bil
Offenburg
Bahnhof/Z
OB
EinfachMo
bil
Offenburg
BürgerBür
oBauen/Te
ch.
Rathaus
EinfachMo
bil
Offenburg
Kulturforu
m
EinfachMo
bil
Offenburg
Messe
Rädchen
für alle(s)

Offenburg

Germany

Königstraß
e 64,
90402
Nürnberg
Hauptstraß
e 16,
77652
Offenburg

https://mobil-inoffenburg.de/

4 Mobilstationen mit Lastenräder,
Elektroautos, Pedelecs, Fahrräder,
Bus & Bahn, weitere mit nur Rädern
oder Autos

Offenburg

Germany

Friedenstr
aße 8,
77654
Offenburg

Offenburg

Germany

Weingarte
nstraße
34b, 77654
Offenburg

Offenburg

Germany

Oldenburg

Germany

http://www.lastenra
d-oldenburg.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 4
Lastenräder

KARLOS Dein
Freies
Lastenrad
Mobilkarte
Osnabrück

Osnabrück

Germany

Schutterwä
lder Str. 3,
77656
Offenburg
Ziegelhofst
raße 65,
26121
Oldenburg
KarlArnold-Str.
14, 49090
Osnabrück

http://www.karlos.b
ike

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 2
Lastenräder

Osnabrück

Germany

kommunales Carsharing (free-floating
und stationär), Monatskarte und
Bikesharing im Abo auf einer Karte

Packdrauf!

Rheinberg

Germany

https://www.stadtw
erkeosnabrueck.de/mo
bilkarte/
http://quartier-iswrheinberg.de/

Helge Das freie
Lastenrad
für
Rostock
Lastenrad
Lottchen

Rostock

Germany

Friedrichstr
aße 23,
18057
Rostock

https://helgelastenrad.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 1
Lastenrad

Siegburg

Germany

http://klimaquartier.
siegburg.de/direktausleihen/

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad

Mobility
station

Stmobil
(Kreis
Steinfurt)

Steinfurt

Germany

https://www.kreissteinfurt.de

SPNV, Bus, Taxi, Carsharing,
Fahrradverleih (mit Pedelecs),
Fahrradabstellanlagen

Cargo
bike
initiative

Lastenrad
Stuttgart

Stuttgart

Germany

Frankfurter
Straße 39,
65189
Wiesbaden
Tecklenbur
ger Str. 10,
48565
Steinfurt
Gutenberg
straße
77a, 70197
Stuttgart

http://lastenradstuttgart.de

kostefreie Lastenräder seit 2014, 7
Lastenräder

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Lastenrad
VS

VillingenSchwennin
gen
Wien

Germany

http://www.adfcbw.de/vs

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 2
Lastenräder

Austria

http://www.lastenra
dkollektiv.at

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2010, 14
Lastenräder

Wien

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative
Mobility
station

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative

Project
name
für
Münster
Lastenrad
Klara

Lastenradk
ollektiv LRK
MO.Point
Margarete

Margarete
nstraße

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 2
Lastenräder

Elektrolastenrad

54

Type

City

Country

Wien

Germany

Wien

Germany

Wiener
Neustadt

Austria

kostenfreie Lastenräder in Planung

Wiesbaden

Germany

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2018, 1
Lastenrad

Dein
Deichrad

Wilhelmsh
aven und
Jever

Germany

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Fienchen

Wuppertal

Germany

Lastenrad
Würzburg

Würzburg

Germany

Mobility
station

Mobilstatio
n
Arndtstraß
e
Mobilstatio
n
Hartmanns
traße
Mobilstatio
n
Haugerkirc
hplatz
Mobilstatio
n
Neubaustr
aße
Mobilstatio
n
Pestalozzi
straße
Mobilstatio
n Rathaus
(Glockeng
asse)
Mobilstatio
n
Sanderring
Mobilstatio
n Ulmer
Hof
Mobilstatio
n
Wagnerpla
tz
Mobilitätsst
ation
Hunziker
Areal

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Würzburg

Germany

Zürich

Switzerlan
d

Mobility
station
Mobility
station
Cargo
bike
initiative

Cargo
bike
initiative
Cargo
bike
initiative

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Mobility
station
Mobility
station
Mobility
station

Mobility
station

Project
name
nstraße
(Wien)
MO.Point
Nordbahnh
of (Wien)
MO.Point
Perfektastr
aße (Wien)
LaRa –
dein
Lastenrad
für Wiener
Neustadt
WILMA

Address
(if
provided)
107, 1050
Wien
Nordbahnh
of, 1020
Wien
Perfektastr
aße 58,
1230 Wien

Website

Description (in German)

Elektrolastenrad

http://www.mopoint
.at/

E-Fahrrad, E-Lastenrad, E-Auto
Verleih

Deichstraß
e 13,
26382
Wilhelmsh
aven
Rödigerstr.
23, 42283
Wuppertal
Rottendorf
er Str. 2b,
97072
Würzburg
Arndtstraß
e, 97072
Würzburg

http://www.deindeichrad.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder in Planung

http://fahrradstadtw
uppertal.de/projekt
e/fienchen/
https://lastenradwuerzburg.de

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 1
Lastenrad

https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

Hartmanns
traße,
97082
Würzburg
Bahnhofpl.
2, 97070
Würzburg

Check Mobilstation
Arndtstraße

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

Neubaustr
aße,
97070
Würzburg
Pestalozzi
straße,
97080
Würzburg
Rückermai
nstraße 2,
97070
Würzburg
Sanderring
, 97070
Würzburg
Ulmer Hof,
97070
Würzburg
Wagnerpl.
5, 97080
Würzburg

https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr
https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr
https://www.wuerz
burg.de/themen/ve
rkehr

Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos
Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos
Fahrradverleih, Carsharing,
Bikesharing, Pedelecs, Straßenbahn,
E-Autos

Hagenholz
strasse
104b, 8050
Zürich

https://www.mehral
swohnen.ch/hunzik
erareal/quartierteil/

Mobilitätskonzept: der Reduktion des
Autoverkehrs, Mobilitätsstation mit
Leihfahrrädern und E-Carsharing,
gemeinschaftlichen
Reparaturwerkstätten und
Ladeinfrastruktur für E-Autos.

kostenfreie Lastenräder seit 2016, 3
Lastenräder
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B. Expert- and stakeholder interviews
B.1 Generic interview guide
Rolle & Motivation
•
•

Welche Rolle haben Sie bzw. Ihre Organisation in Bezug auf die Mobilitätsstation?
Welches Interesse haben Sie bzw. Ihre Organisation an der Mobilitätsstation?

Ziele & Erwartungen an die Mobilitätsstation
•
•
•

Mit welchen Zielsetzungen wurde das Projekt der Mobilitätsstation begonnen?
Welche Zieldefinitionen und Kennzahlen wurden festgelegt?
Welchen Einfluss sollte die Mobilitätsstation (im Idealfall) auf die Nachbarschaft haben?

Planung & Entscheidungsfindung im Bauprozess
•
•
•
•

Wie ist der Planungsprozess für den Bau der Mobilitätsstation abgelaufen?
Nach welchen Kriterien wurde der Standort ausgewählt? Wie werden evtl. weitere Standorte
ausgewählt?
Wer wurde im Rahmen der Entscheidungsfindung beteiligt?
Wie bewerten Sie heute den Planungsprozess?

Umsetzung & Investitionskosten für Mobilitätsstation
•
•

In welchem Zeitrahmen konnte die Mobilitätsstation nach Abschluss der Planungen umgesetzt
werden? (Eröffnung bzw. Regelbetrieb)
Wer finanzierte die Mobilitätsstation? In welchem Umfang wurde in die Ausstattung und Fahrzeuge
der Mobilitätsstation investiert?

Heutiges Angebot & Betrieb der Mobilitätsstation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wer betreibt die Mobilitätsstation? Sind weitere Akteure beteiligt?
Welche Verkehrs- und Transportmittel stehen heute zur Verfügung? (Anzahl, Fahrzeugtyp, Modell)
Gibt es Erfahrungen mit elektrischen Fahrrädern, Lastenrädern und Lastenanhängern?
Nach welchen Kriterien werden die angebotenen Verkehrs- und Transportmittel ausgewählt?
Wie viele NutzerInnen gibt es? (inkl. Nutzung spezifischer Verkehrsmittel)
Wie erreichen Sie Ihre NutzerInnen bzw. die Zielgruppe? (Außenwirkung und Öffentlichkeitsarbeit)
Für welchen Zweck verwenden NutzerInnen das Angebot an der wird die Mobilitätsstation genutzt?

Einfluss der Parkraumsituation (ggf. begrenzte Stellplatzschlüssel)
•
•

Wie gestaltet sich die Parkraumsituation in der Umgebung der Mobilitätsstation? Wie unterscheidet
sich diese von anderen Nachbarschaften in Ihrer Region?
Wie schätzen Sie den Einfluss der Parkraumsituation auf die Nutzung der Mobilstation ein? Welche
Funktionen übernimmt die Station dabei?

Herausforderungen und Treiber
•
•

Welche Erfahrungen haben Sie mit dem Betrieb der Mobilitätsstation gemacht? Was waren
Herausforderungen?
Welche Lösungen konnten Sie finden? Was hat die Mobilitätsstation vorangebracht?

Zukunftsaussichten
•
•

Wie schätzen Sie die zukünftige Entwicklung Ihrer Station ein?
Welche Entwicklungen werden den Verkehrs- und Transportsektor in Ihrer Region zukünftig prägen?
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B.2 Codebook for interview results
The codebook is based on the ISM described in Darnton, A., & Evans, D. (2013). Influencing behaviours: A
technical guide to the ISM tool. Edinburgh: Scottish Government.
1 Individual context
The Individual context includes the factors held by the individual that affect the choices and the behaviors he
or she undertakes. The factors and influences included in this context are: Values, Beliefs, Attitudes; Costs &
Benefits; Emotions; Agency; Skills; Habit.
1.1 Agency (psychological & social)
Agency relates to self control and a person’s confidence that they can undertake the behavior in question, and
see it through to completion. It usually relates to a specific object or situation, but people can also be described
as ‘low agency’ (generally lacking in confidence). In psychology, agency relates to a person’s confidence that
they can undertake the behavior in question, and see it through to completion; like attitudes and norms, in
technical usage it should refer to a specific object or behavior. Agency is also used as a generic concept, and
people in disadvantaged circumstances are sometimes described as being ‘low agency’, that is generally low
in confidence, largely due to having few personal experiences of success to draw upon. Other more specific
terms for agency are used by different psychologists; these include:
•

Perceived Behavioral Control: PBC is defined as a perception of the “ease or difficulty” of performing
a behavior (Ajzen, 1991).

•

Self Efficacy: Self efficacy is defined as “the conviction that one can successfully execute the behavior
required to produce the outcomes” (Bandura, 1977).

On a wider level, agency features as one of the core concepts in sociology, being the capacity of individuals
to undertake action. In this sense, agency is normally presented as one of a pair of concepts with structure,
being the rules and resources of everyday life. The relationship between agency and structure is seen by some
academics as recursive (i.e. each evolves in opposition to the other, yet are inter-dependent). Examples of
agency in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: a person’s sense that they can change how they
travel to work; a person’s confidence in installing and using microgeneration within their home; a person’s
sense that they could make a difference if only they knew where to start.
1.2 Attitudes (psychological)
Part of the basic elements of an individual’s motivational system: their views on specific things such as objects,
activities or other people (attitudes). In psychology, an attitude is a person’s view or evaluation of another
person, a physical object, an idea or an action. Technically, attitudes are subject-specific, for instance relating
to a behavior (e.g. support for recycling). This more precise definition allows practitioners and researchers to
distinguish between attitudes and other related motivations such as values and beliefs. The distinction matters,
as each plays a different role in influencing behaviors. Attitudes are often taken to arise from consideration of
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information, as well as lived experience. Hence, linear models of behavior are often termed ‘information deficit
models’; their premise is that information feeds into attitudes, which shape intentions that determine behavior.
Examples of attitudes in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: I should not have to pay more to
buy sustainable products; I am too busy to make cutting my CO2 emissions a priority; instead of driving to
work every day, I should walk, cycle, use public transport, or car share.
1.3 Beliefs (psychological)
Part of the basic elements of an individual’s motivational system: particular worldviews (beliefs). Beliefs are
defined in psychology as a person’s views of a particular aspect of life. For example, the conviction that humans
should live within environmental limits would be classified as a belief. In terms of their degree of specificity,
beliefs sit between values (the most abstract) and attitudes (the most specific) in the hierarchy of motivational
constructs in psychology. Examples of beliefs in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: that profit
should not come at the expense of the environment; that we should hand on a vibrant natural environment to
the next generation.
1.4 Costs & benefits (behavioral economics)
The cost/benefit calculation is the basic method of decision making, in which the perceived benefits (or ‘utility’)
of acting are weighed against the perceived costs of doing so, including non-monetary costs such as time.
However recent research has shown that much of this decision making is based on mental shortcuts, which
can introduce errors, rather than effortful calculations. Perceived costs are a key factor in the Individual context,
as it is ultimately individuals who decide whether they are prepared to take on the costs of goods, or of a
behavior. Rational choice theory in economics relies on cost/benefit calculations as the default process of
decision making. Examples of cost/benefit calculations in the context of low carbon behaviors could include:
deciding whether the extra time spent walking to work is worth the health and environmental benefits; deciding
whether the extra time, and potentially financial cost, of rail travel is worth the emissions saved relative to
flying.
1.5 Emotions (psychological & behavioral economics)
How people feel about something – their emotional response – is one aspect in their behavioral decisionmaking. Some psychological theories bundle emotions in with attitudes, as a driver of behavioral intentions.
Others choose to keep them separate, with attitudes involved in ‘cold’ evaluations, and emotions in ‘hot’
evaluations. In psychology and behavioral economics, emotions tend to be grouped under ‘affect’. It follows
that practitioners should not merely make rational appeals to people to change behavior, based on factual and
logical arguments, but try to provide emotional and empathetic messaging too. An example from the waste
sector is underestimating the ‘yuck factor’ when trying to encourage people to recycle their food waste.
Examples of emotions in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: satisfaction (e.g. from growing
food locally); virtuousness (e.g. from cycling to work); apathy (e.g. because changing habits seems like too
hard work).
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1.6 Habit (psychological)
Habits are those behaviors which are undertaken automatically and frequently, with little conscious thought,
and usually in the same time or place. These can also be understood as routines. In psychology, habit is
represented as a factor driving behavior, moderating (and often working against) the influence of behavioral
intentions. For this reason, habit is often described as a barrier to individuals’ best intentions, and to policy
makers’ best efforts to construct logical reasons (or incentives) for individuals to change those behaviors. For
example, people may understand the health and environmental benefits of active travel such as cycling, but it
can be difficult to break the habit of driving to work, even if the distances involved are relatively short.
Traditionally, habit has simply been measured on the frequency with which a behavior has been undertaken
in the past. More recent work in psychology has identified that habit is the combination of multiple factors:
frequency, automaticity (i.e. occurring without deliberate thought), and a stable context in which the behavior
keeps happening. Examples of habits in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: turning off TVs and
other equipment rather than leaving them on standby; commuting to work by car; tumble drying instead of line
drying laundry, even in good weather.
1.7 Skills (psychological & social)
Skills are the things a person needs to know in order to carry out a behavior. These include both procedural
knowledge (‘know how’) and factual knowledge (‘know what’). In psychology, skills can be considered as a
‘Facilitating Condition’: the resources a person needs in order to enact their intentions. This refers to a person’s
internal resources, including skills, or social capital – see Networks below (resources can also include money
and time). There is an overlap with ‘agency’, given that a person’s confidence they can do something will reflect
the resources and skills they have. There is also an overlap with knowledge, which cuts across different
disciplines. Knowledge as factual information is considered a standard part of the decision making process
(e.g. in the cost-benefit calculation in economics). By contrast a sociologist might prefer to highlight the
importance of procedural knowledge or ‘know how’ (as opposed to ‘know what’). Also called tacit information,
this refers to all the things a person knows about how to act in the world. Notably, much of this tacit knowledge
will be acquired through experience or observation, as much as through formal information. Finally, theories
of social practice identify skills or competences as one of the key elements which come together in the
performance of a practice. Here, the more a person performs a practice the more competence they will acquire
– in turn making the practice more likely to continue, as a habit. Examples of skills in the context of low carbon
behaviors include: fuel efficient driving techniques; how to work a thermostat; cooking from leftovers.
1.8 Values (psychological)
Part of the basic elements of an individual’s motivational system: the most abstract and broad-based (values).
Psychology holds values to be the underpinning foundations of human motivation, describing them as the
‘guiding principles’ that individuals use to judge situations and determine their courses of action. Hence, values
are at the root of all other motivations (including beliefs and attitudes). They can be described as ‘broad
spectrum’, in that while they have an influence on a very wide range of behaviors, their influence on any one
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specific behavior is relatively weak (as other factors also apply). Examples of values which can influence low
carbon behaviors include: pursuing power or wealth, universalism (protection of the welfare of all people and
nature), preserving tradition.
2 Material context
The Material context includes the factors that are ‘out there’ in the environment and wider world, which both
constrain and shape behavior. The full list of factors and influences included in the Material context are:
Infrastructure; Technologies; Objects; Rules & Regulations; Time & Schedules. The factors are presented
below if reading from the top of the model, and then left to right as you move down, in ‘zig zag’ fashion.
2.1 Infrastructure
Hard infrastructure relates to the firm boundaries to people’s behavioral choices presented by the
environments in which they live (for example, without a bus service, there will be no chance of bus use). Such
factors can often prevent even motivated people from undertaking the behavior in question. Alongside hard
infrastructure, soft infrastructure emphasises features of everyday life which also bound individual action, but
are not concrete (see Time & Schedules, and Rules & Regulations). Infrastructure appears in all the main
disciplinary approaches to behavior change, not least in recognition of the fact that human behavior cannot be
reduced simply to individual choices. In social psychology, Triandis’s Theory of Interpersonal Behavior (TIB)
includes a factor called Facilitating Conditions. This refers to external influences, “out there in the environment”
(Triandis, 1980). This factor points to the material barriers which prevent even motivated people from
undertaking a behavior. In this view, more or less CO2 emitting behaviors are constrained or enabled by access
(or lack of it) to the relevant infrastructures. For example, efforts to encourage people to move away from
private car use partly rely on the availability of adequate and affordable public transport and/or the provision
of safe walking/cycling routes. Similarly, existing infrastructures underpin many of the behaviors that people
undertake in their everyday lives. For example, ecological models in social psychology focus on influences in
the environments in which people live. Hence health psychologists talk about ‘obesogenic environments’,
defined as ones in which the opportunities to exercise are relatively scarce, while there is a superabundance
of affordable and convenient energy-dense food. It follows that availability, accessibility and affordability (here,
of healthy foods) are key points of intervention. In behavioral economics, the infrastructure is often the same
as the decision context; the place in which behavioral choices are made. By rearranging the infrastructure (or
‘choice architecture’ in the terminology of Nudge), the decision making process can be rearranged, or the
options ‘reframed’. In a simple example, if the lift is situated at the back of a building, while the stairs are in the
front lobby, more people will use the stairs. Finally, in practice theory, infrastructure appears as one of the
elements in the ‘Materials’ type, along with other elements of hard infrastructure such as objects and
technologies. For example, the practice of cycling to work requires bicycles (as objects or technologies) and
roads or cycle lanes (as infrastructures) – as well as human riders, the time and skills to cycle, and the
meanings of health or active travel which all come together to sustain the practice of cycling. Examples of
infrastructure in the context of encouraging low carbon behaviors could include: cycle lanes; anaerobic
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digestion plants (and food waste collections); electric vehicle charging points; allotments and community
gardens.
2.2 Objects (social)
Many behaviors (e.g. cycling to work) involve the use of objects (e.g. a bike, cycle racks at work), and the lack
of necessary objects can stop a practice from being undertaken. As with technologies, objects and individual
users interact such that sometimes the object can ‘act back’ on its owners and heavily influence how much
time an individual spends on which practices. Objects play an important role in shaping the things that people
do and the ways in which they change their behavior. For example, line drying clothes outside, rather than
using a tumble dryer, requires a clothes line and pegs (and no rain!), just as cycling requires a bicycle. Objects
are very often ‘taken for granted’ and all but invisible in thinking about influencing behaviors. For instance, how
comfortable or cool a bicycle is will influence who would be prepared to ride it. However practice theory draws
our attention to how the object also shapes the practice, and as a ‘non-human actor’ often ‘acts back’ on the
individual. For instance, gardens can end up structuring the time of people who use them (e.g. they need to
be at home during certain months to plant and manage a vegetable garden), while waste imposes a set of
time-consuming practices on the conscientious householder (e.g. cleaning and sorting recyclates for
collection). All these objects also require an associated set of competencies (skills) in order for them to be
used in particular practices (e.g. knowing which recyclates go in which bins in order to be able to recycle
properly). In keeping with psychology’s emphasis on perceptions and attitudes more than things themselves,
the relationship with objects in psychology is simpler. As with infrastructure, the presence of the relevant object
can be seen as a driver of the behavior (or a ‘Facilitating Condition’). Examples of objects in the context of low
carbon behaviors include: bicycles and showers (for cycling to work); kerbside recycling bins.
2.3 Rules & regulations (social)
At their most basic, rules and regulations are set out by formal institutions, such as government, to prescribe
or prohibit certain kinds of behavior (e.g. through the taxation system). Yet rules and regulations are also
implicit, for instance determining appropriate conduct for individuals in informal institutions. Just as institutions
can be formal or informal, so too can rules and regulations. For example, there is no formal rule that obliges
individuals to take off their shoes when entering somebody else’s home or give up their seat on public transport
for an elderly or heavily pregnant passenger. However people are often expected to behave in this way, and
failure to do so leaves them open to scrutiny and judgement. Accordingly, in general, sociology adopts a wider
approach, associating rules with shared understandings of what is normal and appropriate conduct. These
informal rules and regulations are often ‘hidden’ and only revealed during the doing of particular activities –
either correctly or incorrectly. As such, they are not dissimilar to social norms and so interventions here could
take a similar form by making explicit the hidden conventions which people follow. Meanwhile, in theories of
practice, rules are formally understood as types of framework, including policies, regulatory and fiscal
arrangements, and relevant schemes and initiatives run by particular institutions (these can overlap with costs
and benefits in economics, in the form of incentives and disincentives, financial or otherwise). Accordingly, low
carbon behaviors might be fostered through legislative measures that formalise shifts in rules and regulatory
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frameworks to enable different ways of doing things to be tried out. If successful, they might also help to
‘normalise’ low carbon behaviors and shift shared understandings of normal and appropriate conduct (e.g. as
per the smoking ban in the area of public health). Examples of formal rules and regulations in the context of
encouraging low carbon behaviors could include: tax breaks, feed-in tariffs and other grant schemes; cycle to
work schemes.
2.4 Technologies (social)
Technology is sometimes contrasted to behavior, in that techno-fixes are presented as ruling out the need for
individuals to change their behavior. However, individuals and technologies interact, and this can influence the
effectiveness of a technology in terms of its desired impact (e.g. smart meters and how they are used in
practice). This interaction also enables new practices, and the meanings of these practices, to spring up and
take hold quickly (e.g. tweeting). Technologies are understood by some people to lie outside of the behavior
change remit, with technological fixes seen as an alternative to changes in individuals’ behavior. However, it
is important to emphasise that technological improvements are – and always have been – central to efforts
that aim to reduce the environmental impacts of the things people do. To understand this, it is vital to recognise
the various ways in which people interact with technologies. Firstly, sociologists have long understood that
technology has the potential to ‘script’ human behavior (i.e. to trigger sequences of behavior appropriate to a
particular setting). Classic examples are traffic calming measures such as sleeping policemen which force
drivers to slow down, or washing machines, which when first introduced required people to learn new ways of
handling laundry, applying cleaning products, and drying clothes. Secondly, technologies have the potential to
reduce the environmental impacts of the things that people do without requiring them to stop doing them.
Examples include electric vehicles or videoconferencing instead of travelling to meetings. However, the
challenge is persuading people to adopt these more environmentally friendly technologies in the first place.
Allied to this, it is important to ensure that once people adopt them; they go on to use them appropriately. For
example, the environmental benefits of concentrated laundry products (including reduced packaging and
reduced emissions from distribution) will not be realized if people continue to wash their clothes using the
same quantities as they did before. It is therefore essential that technological interventions take place
alongside interventions in the individual and social contexts of behavior. Thirdly, people may well reject or
misuse particular technologies. For example, energy-monitoring devices such as smart meters have the
potential to create conflict in the home or workplace, as arguments might erupt over how much energy different
people are using, thus discouraging people from using them and thus saving energy. Therefore such
interventions should include measures to address factors in the social and individual contexts. Examples of
technologies in the context of encouraging low carbon behaviors include: videoconferencing, microgeneration,
smart meters, electric vehicles.
2.5 Time & schedules (social)
Time is a finite resource that gets used in the course of carrying out everyday activities. Like money, it is a
scarce resource that people have to allocate across competing demands. How people allocate the scarce
resource of time can be viewed as a result of the ways in which they are required or able to co-ordinate with
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other people and activities. Changes in the demands on people’s time or the scheduling arrangements that
are in place have the potential to affect the ways in which practices are carried out and, in turn, influence the
CO2 intensity of different behaviors. For example, flexible working hours (FWH) can affect peak load demand
on transport systems and reduce the carbon emissions generated by stop-start commuting in rush hour traffic.
Practices are also understood to compete with each other for time and space (e.g. line drying clothes and shift
work). Other kinds of practices then come about to fill the gaps between other practices (e.g. tumble drying
clothes). Because of these inter-relationships, changes in schedules (e.g. set by formal institutions) can often
result in changes in people’s practices – for instance, school hours and commuting habits. Examples of
schedules in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: reduced working hours; shop opening hours;
timing of the school day; holiday allocations.
3 Social context
The Social context includes the factors that exist beyond the individual in the social realm, yet shape his or her
behaviors. The factors and influences included in this context are: Roles & Identity; Norms; Tastes; Institutions;
Meanings; Networks & Relationships; Opinion Leaders. The factors are presented below as if reading from the
top of the model, and then left to right as you move down, in ‘zig zag’ fashion.
3.1 Institutions (social)
Institutions influence how groups of individuals behave when they are engaging in particular activities or
interacting with other people. Institutions can be formal (such as the legal system) or more informal (such as
family life). In sociology, institutions are understood to emerge from collective human action over time, and,
once in place they operate to prescribe roles and responsibilities. For example, the institution of family not only
transcends individuals but also carries a set of expectations about how members of a family should behave,
ranging from the idea that parents should care for infants to the suggestion that eating together is desirable.
Social and political scientists acknowledge that certain institutions are powerful and so in a position to influence
the things that people do. For example the institution of ‘mass media’ can shape a range of factors, including
tastes and social norms. However, institutions such as workplaces are well placed to influence low carbon
behaviors by, for example, attempting to institute Flexible Working Hours (see Time & Schedules below) or
conferring certain roles and expectations on employees (such as computers should be turned off at the end of
the working day, or that short sleeves and shorts may be worn in summer instead of relying on air conditioning).
Whilst being the product of social interactions, institutions can also be part of the material environment. A good
example is the informal institution of education, with its own implicit rules (e.g. that having a good education
helps you get on in life). This then takes place in formal educational institutions such as schools with their own,
more explicit rules (e.g. that you must wear the correct uniform or be sent home). Examples of institutions in
the context of low carbon behaviors could include: households and families setting expectations that family
members should not waste energy and therefore turn off lights and electrical appliances when not using them;
government departments and offices setting expectations around the use of travel versus telephone and
videoconferencing for meetings.
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3.2 Meanings (social & psychological)
Meanings are culturally-constructed understandings of daily life which can include images, ideas, metaphors,
and associations. These meanings effectively set the frame for a behavior or practice, and in so doing so
influence how it is undertaken, and how it is understood (e.g. smoking in popular culture used to mean
sophistication and glamour, but now is more likely to mean an unhealthy lifestyle). In practice theory, meanings
are one of the three kinds of elements which come together when a social practice is performed. Meanings
are culturally-constructed understandings which can include images, ideas, metaphors and associations.
These meanings effectively link the practice to a particular context or discourse, but at the same time sustain
the practice. For instance, the meaning of ‘freshness’ is both perpetuated by daily showering, but also explains
why so many people shower on a daily basis. Similarly, the meaning of being a good citizen is informed by the
practice of setting out recycling for kerbside collection, but this meaning also explains why recycling is
widespread. In other disciplines, meanings might be referred to by the related labels of social norms, cultural
values, and dominant frames. The last of these concepts, frames, is itself present in many disciplines. In
cognitive linguistics, it refers to the chunks of factual and procedural knowledge which link together in the mind,
and which determine the way in which we ‘read’ and respond to particular situations. In a simple example, if a
behavior is framed (explicitly or implicitly) as ‘green’ then that will influence the kinds of people who engage in
it, and how. Overlaps with the (narrower) behavioral economic definition of framing should be apparent.
Examples of meanings in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: changing the meaning of flying
for leisure from glamorous to environmentally damaging; not idling your car whilst stationary because of the
image of school children with asthma choking on exhaust fumes; farmers markets suggesting affluence and
status rather than collectivist tendencies.
3.3 Networks & relationships (psychological)
Connections between individuals, which people draw upon in identifying and carrying out possible courses of
action (this is sometimes called ‘social capital’). In aggregate, social networks can help to explain how ideas,
innovations and behaviors can spread. The relationships that people have with others can be understood as
one of the resources they draw upon when undertaking behaviors. As with skills, an absence of the necessary
networks can act as a barrier to intentions: for example, it may be hard for someone to fit loft insulation if they
don’t know an installer or have a friend to help remove clutter from their loft first. Distinctions between different
kinds of relationships between people are also central to thinking on social capital. Social capital can be defined
as “the social resources available through networks, social norms and trust and reciprocity” (McMichael, 2007).
Putnam (2000) describes three types of links between people and therefore different types of social capital.
‘Bonding capital’ refers to links with close family and friends, ‘bridging capital’ to friends and colleagues, and
‘linking capital’ to the vertical links between strata of society, including acquaintances. For example, someone
with strong bridging and linking capital may find it easier and cheaper to adopt new and more demanding low
carbon behaviors (such as microgeneration), than someone with weak links, as they will have a wider network
of people and expertise to draw on. Interpersonal relationships can also influence the forming of behavioral
intentions – for example through the power of social norms and the modelling of behaviors in peer groups. In
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aggregate, social networks can help to explain how ideas, innovations and behaviors can spread. Network
theory is concerned with the nature of ‘nodes’ (i.e. hubs, or connecting points between the spokes in a
network), and of the different types of connections between people. It contrasts the value of ‘strong ties’ –
close relationships with a few people, which can support more intensive behaviors and interactions – with the
‘strength of weak ties’ which are better at speeding adoption, as they tend to cover more ‘nodes’. Examples of
networks in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: being able to easily implement car sharing
arrangements through identifying someone who travels the same route; effective environmental action groups
in communities; accessing support to help you grow your own fruit and vegetables.
3.4 Norms (psychological & behavioral economics)
People’s perception of how other people (especially ‘significant’ others) would view their behavior. In turn these
perceptions have a strong influence on the behavioral decisions that people make. People develop their sense
of prevailing social norms based on what they observe others doing, and from the explicit instructions and
orders which they receive in daily life. It is important to note that the most relevant norms are those in
someone’s social circle or peer group (or ‘in-group’), as the person needs to identify with the group in question
for their norms to have traction on that person’s behavior. In thinking about norms, it can be helpful to make
further distinctions: Subjective norms are a more specific label for social norms, used by some psychologists.
They are defined as a person’s perception of “the extent to which ‘important others’ would approve or
disapprove of their performing a given behavior” (Ajzen, 1991). Practitioners may also like to make distinctions
within social norms into the two different types of:
•

Injunctive norms: also called ‘ought’ norms – what we perceive others would approve of our doing in
society (laws may help make this explicit).

•

Descriptive norms: also called ‘is’ norms – what we perceive to be approved behavior in society based
on the behavior we see others performing around us (this can deviate from injunctive norms, e.g. in
the context of laws on speeding on the motorway).

This latter distinction is important when planning interventions based on norms, as descriptive norms tend to
have a magnetic power – people can be drawn to follow them, whether or not the behavior they promote is
actually for the social ‘good’. Examples of norms in the context of low carbon behaviors could include: people
being aware that they are not supposed to fly for domestic or short-haul trips, but observing friends, family and
neighbours doing it; householders observing that their neighbours don’t set out their food waste collection bins;
the awareness that everyone at work puts waste paper in a ‘green bin’ not in mixed litter bins.
3.5 Opinion leaders (psychological & behavioral economics)
Opinion leaders can be thought of as individuals who have a strong influence over others for instance in
shaping social norms. Sometimes used in marketing campaigns, opinion leaders can be thought of as
individuals who have a strong influence over others, for instance in shaping social norms, or directly persuading
other people to follow them in a particular cause or course of action. In everyday life, opinion leaders may hold
positions of status in formal (or informal) institutions: examples could include faith leaders, celebrities, CEOs
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and senior managers in organisations. In network theory, these people could be network ‘nodes’, who connect
together numerous others. Gladwell (2000) describes three types of individual who play key roles in driving
adoption of new technologies or behaviors: Mavens (who acquire expert knowledge and freely share it with
others), Connectors (who interact with large numbers of other people) and Salesmen (who are the most
persuasive in encouraging adoption). Examples of opinion formers in the context of low carbon behaviors could
include: celebrities setting norms around consumption habits; celebrity chefs encouraging use of sustainable
fish.
3.6 Roles & identity (psychological)
Roles relate to a person’s different repertoires of behaviors and attitudes, based on the ‘role’ they are fulfilling
at the time (mother, employee, football supporter etc.). The related concept of identity is a person’s innate
sense of who they are. All roles are socially constructed. Appealing to different roles (or framing a behavior in
this way) can influence who takes up a particular behavior and how. For instance, the same individual could
be reached with messages linked to corporate social responsibility whilst in the workplace, whereas linked to
their role as a parent, a softer message about conserving the planet for future generations could be delivered
through their child’s school or play setting. As roles are socially constructed, some psychologists also relate
them to ‘social identity’, and make a distinction between that facet and ‘self identity’. Self identity is my innate
sense of who I am, and what behaviors and attitudes fit that identity (this can also be referred to as ‘self
concept’). Social identity theory is used to explain the processes by which groups of individuals (however
arbitrarily assembled) tend to differentiate themselves from one another. The two processes described are
‘categorisation’, by which individuals identify themselves with like others in an in-group and differentiate
themselves from the out-group; and ‘self enhancement’, through which individuals favour the in-group, and
promote themselves relative to others. Examples of identity in the context of low carbon behaviors could
include: community champions having the sense that they must follow their pro-environmental motivations;
different households, streets or community groups developing shared norms in opposition to other more/less
pro-environmentally-minded groups of people.
3.7 Tastes (social)
Tastes can be understood as preferences through which people signal their belonging to particular social
groups (e.g. kinds of music listened to, or table manners). These preferences are collectively developed and
are based on shared understandings of appropriate and desirable conduct. In theories of practice, tastes are
central to explanations of the things that people do. For these sociologists, tastes are shared by groups of
people (who are usually similar) and so have less to do with individual preferences than with collectively
developed understandings of normal, appropriate and desirable conduct. Tastes are a critical mechanism
through which people express their disposition or tendency to act in certain ways given particular
circumstances, and so demonstrate that they have good (as opposed to unsophisticated, vulgar or otherwise
poor) taste. Allied to this, tastes enable people to categorise themselves as belonging to an in-group whilst
also distinguishing themselves from the out-group (see Identity above). In sociology, tastes – and the emulation
of good taste – are understood as a powerful force for changing the things that people do. For example in the
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1970s, gastronomists pioneered the eating of meat (duck, lamb, steak) that is pink rather than cooked through.
In turn, this created a way of cooking and eating that is now widely understood as a mark of good taste.
If low carbon behaviors could become an indicator of good taste, there is scope for them to become attractive
and adopted by different groups of people. Examples of taste in the context of low carbon behaviors could
include: the use of ‘taste makers’ (e.g. celebrities) to shape ideas of desirable conduct; the use of influencers
(e.g. senior managers) within the workplace to carry out activities for others to emulate – the emphasis could
be on different areas of conduct such as mode of transport (train rather than plane), use of video conferencing.
4 Case specific information
4.1 Actors
4.2 Costs
4.3 Operator & rental system
4.4 Planning process
4.5 User needs
4.6 Vehicles
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B.3 Interview results – Mobility station in Cologne of Nachbarn60 e.V.
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B.4 Interview results – District administration on mobility station Mitte Altona
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B.5 Interview results – Building cooperative mehr als wohnen in the Hunziker area
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B.6 Interview results – ProQuartier on mobility station in Mitte Altona
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B.7 Interview results – Department of urban development and housing in Hamburg
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C. User survey
C.1 User survey questionnaire

Figure 1: User survey – Introduction, todays trip and transport mode preferences (I)
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Figure 2: User survey – Transport mode preferences (II) and demographic information
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C.2 User survey results

Figure 3: User survey results – Todays trip (I)
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Figure 4: User survey results – Todays trip (I) and transport mode preferences (I)
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Figure 5: User survey results – Transport mode preferences (II)
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Figure 6: User survey results – Demographic information (I)
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Figure 7: User survey results – Demographic information (II)
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Figure 8: User survey results – Histograms for the scale questions
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D. Household survey
D.1 Household survey questionnaire

Figure 9: Household survey – Introduction and information
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Figure 10: Household survey – Demographics and available means of transport and their use
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Figure 11: Household survey – Mobility options
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Figure 12: Household survey – Mobility behavior
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D.2 Household survey – Quantitative results
The following section will provide the results of the household survey, for which 1600 questionnaires were
distributed to all households in Mitte Altona. Till mid-May, 131 respondents handed in their questionnaire in
person, via mail or online with response rate of about 8%.

Figure 13: Distribution by gender and age
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Figure 15: Number of vehicles per household by number of persons
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occupation

Occupation covers n=103 specific descriptions by participants, which were then structured according to ISCO-08.

Teaching professionals
Science and engineering associate professionals
Business and administration professionals
Business and administration associate professionals
Legal, social, cultural and related associate professionals
Administrative and commercial managers
Retired
Information and communications technology professionals
Legal, social and cultural professionals
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Information and communications technicians
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Health associate professionals
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Figure 19: Occupation according to ISCO-08
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Figure 21: Frequency of use according to former residence (mean value)
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Figure 22: Frequency of use according to former residence – Classification by postal code (mean value)
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Figure 24: Former residence by mode of transport - Classification by postal code (mean value)
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Figure 25: Purpose of the use of different modes of transport
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Figure 27: Purpose of using sharing options, electric, cargo and folding bikes
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Figure 29: Influence of the mobility concept on the choice of residence
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Figure 31: Rating on mobility concept and the existing mobility offers in Mitte Altona – from very good (5) to very bad (1).

Figure 32: Quality of the different mobility offers in Mitte Altona – from very good (5) to very bad (1).
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Figure 33: Which mobility apps do you currently use?
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Figure 34: Change in mobility behavior since moving in
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Figure 35: Evaluation of current use and desired future use

D.3 Household survey – Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis for the household survey was conducted with R statistics and RStudio using the
following code in Version 1.2.1335.

#------------ Setup ---------------# Goal: Analyze the household survey conducted in Mitte Altona on mobility preferences and behavior
# Install required packages using
# install.packages("packagename")
# install.packages("ggplot2")
library(GGally) # for a ggpairs plot
library(corrplot) # for a correlation plot

# Loading data - Have the file ready in in your working directory and have the "helperfunctions.R"-file in your working directory
setwd("C:/Users/basti/Qsync/Leuphana/12_Semester/master_thesis/survey_household/analysis/r_analyse")
survey <- read.csv2("mobility_altona.csv")
my_color <- c("paleturquoise3", "lightgoldenrod2", "white", "black")
source("helperfunctions.R")
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#------------ Basic cleaning-------------------# Some columns are factors
survey$f2_edu <- as.factor(survey$f2_edu) # education is a factor
survey$f1_ort <- as.factor(survey$f1_ort) # ort is also a factor
survey$f6_info <- as.factor(survey$f6_info) # yes/no question

## Check the reliability: How many answers are proided for each item?
colsums <- apply(survey, MARGIN = 2,
function(x) length(which(!is.na(x)))) # Is the category valid?
write.csv2(colsums, file = "number_responses_per_question.csv")

rowsums <- apply(survey, MARGIN = 1,
function(x) length(which(!is.na(x)))) # Who didn't finish?
write.csv2(rowsums, file = "number_answers_per_respondent.csv")
hist(rowsums) # most people answered around 70/80 times

thresholdAnswers <- 36 # Haven't replied to the first three sections (f1, f2 and f3)
# People that replied less than 36 times are going to be listed here

sum(rowsums < thresholdAnswers) # 14 people didn't finish the survey

# Exclude inclomplete responses
survey <- survey[!(rowsums < thresholdAnswers),]

## Change NA" to "0"
# In some multiple choice fields, "NA" has been coded instead of "0".
# Colums which need to be change for the further process: - Grep columnindexes to pass it to future functions
index1 <- which("f9_hvab" == colnames(survey)) # colindex f9_hvab, first item
index2 <- which("f9_db" == colnames(survey)) # colindex f9_db, last item
# index1:index2 will from now on be used for question f_9

surveyNA <- survey[, index1:index2] # open new dataframe
surveyNA[is.na(surveyNA)] <- 0 # replace NAs with 0s
survey[, index1:index2] <- surveyNA # reassign the dataframe

## Operationalization car/ medium drivers
# The items to decode
binaryItems <- c("f3_auto", "f3_bus", "f3_cars", "f3_fahr", "f3_fuss")
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binary <- matrix(nrow = nrow(survey),ncol = 5)
colnames(binary) <- binaryItems

for (i in 1:ncol(survey)){
if (colnames(survey)[i] %in% binaryItems){
name = colnames(survey)[i]
# if the columnname is in binary items

binary[,name] <- sapply(survey[,i], FUN = binFun)
# add a binary column to the binary df
}
}
binary <- as.data.frame(binary)
write.csv2(binary, file = "binary_users_car_bus_cars_fahr_fuss.csv")

#------------ Correlations: Different transport modes among each other ---------### How do the different transportation modes correlate?

# Grep columnindexes to pass it to future functions
index1 <- grep("f3_auto", colnames(survey)) # colindex f3_auto
index2 <- grep("f3_fuss", colnames(survey)) # colindex f3_fuss
# index1:index2 will from now on be used for question f_3

ggpairs(survey[, index1:index2]) # click on zoom!

# Correlation between different modes of transport
corTransport <- cor(survey[, index1:index2], use = "complete.obs")
write.csv2(corTransport, file = "correlation_transport_modes.csv")
# Use only people that replied to both and exclude the others

# Correlation plot
corTransportSign <- cor.mtest(survey[, index1:index2], use = "complete.obs")
# Which correlations are significant? Only significant correlations will be shown.
## p=0.05
corrplot(corTransport,
#na.label = "o",
method = "number", # display numbers. other options: "color", "circle"
type = "upper", # upper triangle
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p.mat = corTransportSign$p, # p values from correlation tests
insig = "blank", # wipe away insignificant blobs
sig.level = 0.05,

tl.col = "black")
## p=0.01
corrplot(corTransport,
#na.label = "o",
method = "number", # display numbers. other options: "color", "circle"
type = "upper", # upper triangle

p.mat = corTransportSign$p, # p values from correlation tests
insig = "blank", # wipe away insignificant blobs
sig.level = 0.01,

tl.col = "black")

# Check if the scooter sharing and trip sharing variables are normally distributed:
hist(survey$f3_scos)
hist(survey$f3_tris)
# very low number of users

# Test if one sharing service is used, the respondent is likely to use other sharing services as well.
# Sum of services per household - anybody who didn't cross "1" = "never"

# Use of sharing services per household
carSharingPp <- apply(survey[,23:26], # all the carsharing columns
MARGIN = 1, # sum for each person
function(x) length(which(x>1))) # if used more than "1" -> "never"

hist(carSharingPp,
main = "Number of sharing serices used per household",
xlab = "Number of sharing services used",
ylab = "Number of households",
col = my_color[1],
border = my_color[3])

# Use of sharing services per household
carSharingPs <- apply(survey[,23:26], # all the sharing columns
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MARGIN = 2, # sum for each service
function(x) length(which(x>1))) # if used more than "1" -> "never"

barplot(carSharingPs, main = "Number of households using sharing service",
col = my_color[1],
border = my_color[3],
xlab = "Type of sharing services",
ylab = "Number of households",
names.arg = c("Carsharing", "Bike sharing", "Scooter sharing", "Trip sharing")
)

#------------ T-tests: car/non-car user and other types of transport---------##### t-test: What differentiates car users from non-car users?
# Does car driving explain other use of transport modes?

question3 <- survey[,index1:index2] # index1 and index2 from correlations
t.testresult <- c()

# The column names of the relevant t tests (sneaked from below)
# to have the correct names in the plots
columnnameTtestCorrect <- c("Cars", "Motorbike", "Bus/Train", "Carsharing", "Bike sharing",
"Scooter sharing", "Trip sharing", "Taxi",
"Rental cars", "Bike", "E-Bike", "Cargo Bike", "Folding Bike", "By foot")
names(columnnameTtestCorrect) <- c("f3_auto", "f3_moto", "f3_bus", "f3_cars", "f3_biks",
"f3_scos", "f3_tris", "f3_taxi", "f3_miet", "f3_fahr",
"f3_ebik", "f3_last", "f3_falt", "f3_fuss")

# Loop to t-test over all types in question 3 with car 0/1
for (i in 1:ncol(question3)){

columnname = colnames(question3)[i]

# T-test for question 3 depending on the binary f3_auto
t <- t.test(question3[,i] ~ binary$f3_auto)

# Save the mean and standard deviation for later depending on car 0/1
means <- tapply(question3[,i], binary$f3_auto, mean, na.rm = TRUE)
sds <- tapply(question3[,i], binary$f3_auto, sd, na.rm = TRUE)
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t.testresult <- rbind(t.testresult, c(columnname, t$p.value, means))

if(t$p.value<0.05){ # if significant, do a barplot!

# do a barplot
mp = barplot(means, col = my_color, border = my_color[3],
main = paste0("Frequency of use of ", columnnameTtestCorrect[columnname]," between non-car users and car users"),
names.arg = c("not using car frequently", "using car frequently"),
ylim = c(1,5), xpd = FALSE, # only 1-5 answers were given
yaxt = "n") # no y axis, will be defined below

# fake error bars - comment it out if you don't want it!
segments(mp, means, mp, means + sds, col = "darkgrey", lwd = 1.5)

# Add correct axis names
axis(2, at = seq(1,5, by = 1),
labels = c("Never", "Seldom", "Several times per month", "Several times a week", "Daily"),
lwd = 0.5,
#font = 4,
cex.axis = 0.8,
las = 1)
}
}

colnames(t.testresult) <- c("resp", "p-value", "mean non-car users", "car users")
write.csv2(t.testresult, file = "t_test_result_on_non_car_users_car_users.csv")
View(t.testresult)

# Where do car users differ significantly from non-car users?
t.testresult[t.testresult[,2]<0.05,]

#------------ Linear models on demographics and number of vehicles per household -------------### The 4 types per household of transport we will look at
ownVehicles <- c("f1_auto", "f1_fahr_neu", "f1_ebik", "f1_last")

# Is there a linear relationship between the number of vehicles per household and demographics?
resultsDemo <- c()
for (i in ownVehicles){
lmPers <- lm(survey[,i] ~ survey$f1_pers)
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resultsDemo <- rbind(resultsDemo, c(i, "people", lmp(lmPers)))

lmKind <- lm(survey[,i] ~ survey$f1_kind)
resultsDemo <- rbind(resultsDemo, c(i, "kind", lmp(lmKind)))

lmErw <- lm(survey[,i] ~ survey$f1_erw)
resultsDemo <- rbind(resultsDemo, c(i, "erw", lmp(lmErw)))
}

resultsDemo[resultsDemo[,3]<0.05,] # significant
write.csv2(resultsDemo, file = "linear_reg_number_vehicles_demographics.csv")

#------------ Anova on level of education / former residence and car use behavior --------------

## 1) Does the level of education affect our car use behavior?
summary(
aov(f3_auto ~ f2_edu, data = survey))
# results not significant

## 2) Does the former residence affect our car use behavior?
summary(
aov(f3_auto ~ f1_ort, data = survey))
# results not significant

## 3) Does the former residence affect overall mobility behavior?
# Test with all variables from f3
levels(survey$f1_ort) <- c("Altona", "Hamburg", "Outside Hamburg")

aovOrt <- modelAuto(response = names(columnnameTtestCorrect), explanatory = "f1_ort",
responsedata = survey, explanatorydata = survey, method = "aov")
# former resicence and ebike use is significant
write.csv2(aovOrt, file = "anova_results_residence_transport_modes.csv")

# Visualize the result for ebik
boxplot(f3_ebik ~ f1_ort, data = survey,
main = "Place of former residence and its influence\non the use of E-Bikes",
names = c("Altona", "Hamburg", "Outside Hamburg"))
# only a very limited number of cases -> not really significant!
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#------------ Multiple linear models on children and car use behavior -----------------## With non-car users and car users as output of number of people and number of children per household
summary(glm(binary$f3_auto ~ survey$f1_kind,
family = binomial(link="logit")))
# not significant

# as a linear model with full driving behavior
summary(lm(survey$f3_auto ~ survey$f1_pers + survey$f1_kind))
# not significant

#------------ Linear models on type of transport & stroller use behavior ----------# Idea: What motivates sustainable behavior? Are the Bus/Train being used by stroller users?

# Car use & Stroller use
summary(lm(survey$f3_auto~ survey$f3_kiwa))
# not significant

# Bus/Train use & Stroller use
summary(lm(survey$f3_auto~ survey$f3_kiwa))
# not significant

#------------ T-tests on use of apps and transport modes ------------------------# Import modes of transport households use
importantTransport <- c("Cars", "Bikes", "Bus/Train", "By foot")
names(importantTransport) <- c("f3_auto", "f3_fahr", "f3_bus", "f3_fuss")

app <- c("HVV subscription", "HVV app", "DB app")
names(app) <- c("f9_hvab", "f9_hvap", "f9_db")

# Is there a difference in mobility behavior from important modes of transport based on app use?
resultsapp <- c()

# Loop to t-test over all important types in question 3 with app 0/1
for (j in 1:length(app)){ # for all apps
for (i in 1:length(importantTransport)){ # for all means of transport
columnnameI = names(importantTransport)[i]
columnnameJ = names(app)[j]

# T-test for question 3 depending on the use of the app
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t <- t.test(survey[,columnnameI] ~ survey[,columnnameJ])

# Save the mean and standard deviation for later depending on app 0/1
means <- tapply(survey[,columnnameI], survey[,columnnameJ], mean, na.rm = TRUE)
sds <- tapply(survey[,columnnameI], survey[,columnnameJ], sd, na.rm = TRUE)

resultsapp <- rbind(resultsapp, c(columnnameI, columnnameJ, t$p.value, means))

if(t$p.value<0.05){ # if significant, do a barplot!

# do a barplot
mp = barplot(means, col = my_color, border = my_color[2],
main = paste0("Usage of ", (importantTransport)[i] ," by ", (app)[j], " users"),
names.arg = c("non-app users", "app users"),
ylim = c(1,5), xpd = FALSE, # only 1-5 answers were given
yaxt = "n") # no y axis, will be defined below

# fake error bars - comment it out if you don't want it!
segments(mp, means, mp, means + sds, col = "darkgrey", lwd = 1.5)

# Add correct axis names
axis(2, at = seq(1,5, by = 1),
labels = c("Never", "Seldom", "Several times per month", "Several times per week", "Daily"),
lwd = 0.5,
#font = 4,
cex.axis = 0.8,
las = 1)
}
}
} # only significant results get a barplot

colnames(resultsapp) <- c("resp", "expl", "p-value", "mean app non-user", "mean app user")
write.csv2(resultsapp, file = "t_test_result_on_non_app_users_app_users.csv")

resultsapp[resultsapp[,3]<0.05,]

#------------ T-tests on gender and car use behavior ---------------### Gender and car usage
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t.test(f3_auto ~ f2_mwd, data = survey)
# not significant

t.test(binary$f3_auto ~ survey$f2_mwd)
# not significant

#------------ Linear models on bike use behavior and bike parking facilities -----------# Public bike parking facilities (on street) and bike use
summary(lm(f3_fahr ~ f7_orlg + f7_oran, data = survey))
# not significant

# Private bike parking facilities (off street) and bike use
summary(lm(f3_fahr ~ f7_prlg + f7_pran, data = survey))
# not significant

#------------ T-tests on available information and mobility behavior/demographics ----------# 1) How much do car users know about the mobility options in Mitte Altona?
t.test(survey$f7_pers ~ binary$f3_auto)
# not significant
t.test(survey$f7_print ~ binary$f3_auto)
# not significant

# 2) When does the level of information differ, depending on the car use?

# Check of reliability of item
table(survey$f6_info)

t.test(f3_auto ~ f6_info, data = survey,
alternative = "greater")
# Significant! Car users might have less information available than non-car users

boxplot(f3_auto ~ f6_info, data = survey,
main = "Car use and the given\ninformation on mobility are dependent",
names = c("no information", "information"),
ylab = "car use")

# 3) When does the level of information differ, depending on the transport (all)?
# The import modes of transport the households use
importantTransport <- c("Car", "Bike", "Bus/Train", "By foot")
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names(importantTransport) <- c("f3_auto", "f3_fahr", "f3_bus", "f3_fuss")

# When does the level of information differ, depending on the transport mode (all)?
# two categorical predictors: t-test
resultsInfo <- c()

# Loop to t-test over all important types in f3 with information 0/1
for (i in 1:length(importantTransport)){ # for all means of transport
columnnameI = names(importantTransport)[i]

# T-test for question 3 depending on information
t <- t.test(survey[,columnnameI] ~ survey$f6_info)

# Save the mean and standard deviation for later depending on information 0/1
means <- tapply(survey[,columnnameI], survey$f6_info, mean, na.rm = TRUE)
sds <- tapply(survey[,columnnameI], survey$f6_info, sd, na.rm = TRUE)

resultsInfo <- rbind(resultsInfo, c(columnnameI, "f6_info", t$p.value, means))

if(t$p.value<0.05){ # if significant, do a barplot!

# do a barplot
mp = barplot(means, col = my_color, border = my_color[2],
main = paste0("Usage of ", (importantTransport)[i] ," and information on mobility are dependent"),
names.arg = c("no perceived information", "information"),
ylim = c(1,5), xpd = FALSE, # only 1-5 answers were given
yaxt = "n") # no y axis, will be defined below

# error bars
segments(mp, means, mp, means + sds, col = "darkgrey", lwd = 1.5)

# Add correct axis names
axis(2, at = seq(1,5, by = 1),
labels = c("Never", "Seldom", "Several times per month", "Several times per week", "Daily"),
lwd = 0.5,
#font = 4,
cex.axis = 0.8,
las = 1)
}
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} # only significant results get a barplot

colnames(resultsInfo) <- c("resp", "expl", "p-value", "mean no info", "mean info")
View(resultsInfo)
write.csv2(resultsInfo, file = "t_test_result_on_information_transport_use.csv")

resultsInfo[resultsInfo[,3]<0.05,]
# all not significant

# 4) When does the level of information differ, depending demographic factors (all)?
demo <- c("People", "Children", "Age", "Gender")
names(demo) <- c("f1_pers", "f1_kind", "f2_alt", "f2_mwd")

resultsDemoInfo <- c()
for (i in 1:length(demo)){ # for all demographic variables
columnnameI = names(demo)[i]

# T-test for question 6 depending on the information
t <- t.test(survey[,columnnameI] ~ survey$f6_info)

# Save the mean and standard deviation for later depending on information 0/1
means <- tapply(survey[,columnnameI], survey$f6_info, mean, na.rm = TRUE)
sds <- tapply(survey[,columnnameI], survey$f6_info, sd, na.rm = TRUE)

resultsDemoInfo <- rbind(resultsDemoInfo, c(columnnameI, "f6_info", t$p.value, means))

if(t$p.value<0.05){ # if significant, do a barplot!

# do a barplot
mp = barplot(means, col = my_color, border = my_color[2],
main = paste0(".", (demo)[i] ," and information on mobility are dependent"),
names.arg = c("no perceived information", "information"),
ylim = c(1,5), xpd = FALSE, # only 1-5 answers were given
yaxt = "n") # no y axis, will be defined below

# fake error bars - comment it out if you don't want it!
segments(mp, means, mp, means + sds, col = "darkgrey", lwd = 1.5)

# Add correct axis names
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axis(2, at = seq(1,5, by = 1),
labels = c("Nie", "Seldom", "Several times per month", "Several times per week", "Daily"),
lwd = 0.5,
#font = 4,
cex.axis = 0.8,
las = 1)
}
}
# all not significant

colnames(resultsDemoInfo) <- c("resp", "expl", "p-value", "mean no info", "mean info")
write.csv2(resultsInfo, file = "t_test_result_on_information_demographics.csv")

resultsDemoInfo[resultsDemoInfo[,3]<0.05,]
# not significant

#------------ Linear models on the satisfaction with the mobility station --------------------# How does the satisfaction with the mobility station interact with the given information?

mobileStations <- c("Options", "Location", "Access", "Costs")
names(mobileStations) <- c("f7_moag", "f7_molg", "f7_mozu", "f7_moko")

resultsMobile <- c()

for (i in names(mobileStations)){
lmPrint <- lm(survey[,i] ~ survey$f7_print)
resultsMobile <- rbind(resultsMobile, c(i, "print", lmp(lmPrint)))

lmPers <- lm(survey[,i] ~ survey$f7_pers)
resultsMobile <- rbind(resultsMobile, c(i, "pers", lmp(lmPers)))
}

write.csv2(resultsMobile, file = "linear_reg_satisfaction_mobility_station.csv")

resultsMobile[resultsMobile[,3]<0.05,]
# significant for costs of the mobility station and printed information

#------------ Linear models for E-bikes/Cargo bikes and demographics -------# How do demographic factors interact with E-Bike use/Cargo Bike use?
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# Demographic factors on f3_ebik and f3_last
resultsEbikes <- c()

for (i in names(demo)){ # all demographic columns from above
lmEbike <- lm(survey$f3_ebik ~ survey[,i])
resultsEbikes <- rbind(resultsEbikes, c(i, "ebike", lmp(lmEbike)))

lmLast <- lm(survey$f3_last ~ survey[,i])
resultsEbikes <- rbind(resultsEbikes, c(i, "last", lmp(lmLast)))
}

View(resultsEbikes)
write.csv2(resultsEbikes, file = "linear_reg_ebike_cargo_bike_demographics.csv")

resultsEbikes[resultsEbikes[,3]<0.05,]
plot(survey$f2_alt, survey$f3_ebik)

D.4 Household survey – Qualitative results as word clouds

Figure 36: Word cloud – Has your mobility behavior changed since you moved to the Mitte Altona and why has your
behavior changed/not changed?
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Figure 37: Word cloud – How can we support you in your mobility behavior?

Figure 38: Word cloud – What would have to happen in general for you to change your mobility behavior?
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D.5 Household survey – Qualitative results as structured full text
This section evaluates the open-ended questions at the end of the household survey. The questions Has your
mobility behavior changed since you moved to the Mitte Altona and why has your behavior changed/not
changed? (Question 10), How can we support you in your mobility behavior? (Question 11) and What would
have to happen in general for you to change your mobility behavior? (Question 12) are structured by the
following deductive categories:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sidewalks
Cycle paths
Public transport
Parking
Street (car)
Mobility station
Car sharing
StadtRad
Local supply in the neighborhood
Accessibility
Neighborhood management

Material context – Infrastructure
Sidewalks
 id_001 q11/q12 "[...] and easily accessible on foot due to well thought-out paths (without detours
through Lessingtunnel or via Kaltenkircherplatz) [...] The footpaths on Harkortstr. (especially in the
direction of Kaltenkircher Platz) must be freely accessible and in good condition".
 id_019 q11 "Renovate Harkortstraße and create bus stops. Clear separation between cycle paths
and footpaths. Also create pedestrian-friendly (child-friendly) zones (without bicycles). Due to too
many bicycles and cars, one likes to forget the pedestrians (and the scooters are not even there yet).
[…]"
 id_034 q11 "[...] Enforcement of car freedom in pedestrian zones. Enforcement of the current traffic
regulations on Harkortstrasse, additional pedestrian crossings, traffic lights on Harkortstrasse [...]".
 id_041 q10 "In Altona, cycling is simply not fun in traffic [...]"
 id_054 q11 "[...] Sidewalk all the way along Harkortstrasse [...]"
 id_056 q10 "[...] Furthermore, the curbs of the sidewalks in the quarter are not lowered."
 id_056 q11/q12 "Lower the curbs of the streets in the neighbourhood."
 id_078 q10 "Here are bad footpaths construction sites."
 id_080 q11 "[...] more space for walking and cycling."
 id_094 q11 "[...] Pedestrian walkway on both sides of Harkortstr. [...]"
 id_101 q11 "[...] Accelerate completion of sidewalks, there are (strong) steps when crossing high."
 id_106 q12 "Safe cycle paths: no traffic in the pedestrian zone."
 id_107 q11 "[...] Space for pedestrians + bicycles, fewer cars. Pedestrian and bicycle-friendly city
map?"
 id_108 q12 "[...] Better access on foot or by bike."
 id_122 q12 "Harkortstr. must become even safer for cyclists and pedestrians, especially with
children. The footpaths are still missing [...]."
 id_131 q11 "[...] Allow loading and unloading in pedestrian zones north of Emma-Poel-Str., [...]"
Cycle paths
 id_007 q12 "Better cycle paths that can also be used with children and are safe and not a safety
lane, but real cycle paths/roads".
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 id_013 q10/q11 "The more uncomplicated the offer, the more attractive. Cars are not an option.
Much more needs to be done for cyclists (parking brackets, safe cycle path extension)".
 id_013 q12 "A bike concept for the whole city is needed, especially in Ottensen"
 id_018 q11 "More parking space for bikes [...]"
 id_018 q12 "Reasonable development of traffic routes for cyclists"
 id_019 q11 "[...] Clear separation between bicycle paths and footpaths [...] Create lockable
accessible spaces for cargo bikes."
 id_041 q10 "[...] as a pedestrian one feels insecure by melitante cyclists on the sidewalk".
 id_046 q11 "[...] better cycle paths"
 id_048 q12 "Improve access cycle path to the neighbourhood; among other things no cobblestone
pavement, as for many road users it is obstructive (uneven ground; slippery when wet; noisy when
driving; restless cycling; prevents more people from using the bike, as it is more difficult to drive
etc.)".
 id_054 q11 "[...] Separate cycle paths."
 id_056 q10 "[...] Bicycle does not make sense due to the nature of the roads. […]"
 id_057 q12 "It has already changed to my satisfaction, ride more bike, and would wish for a better
bike path concept for Hamburg".
 id_061 q12 "Expansion of cycle paths in Hamburg"
 id_077 q10 "[...] Better cycle paths"
 id_080 q11 "Safe bicycle parking, more space for pedestrians and cyclists."
 id_083 q11 "Cycle paths towards Altona railway station."
 id_084 q11 "Cycle paths in Harkortstr, [...] cycle path in Präsident-Krahn-str., better foot/cycle paths.
[…]“
 id_094 q11 "[...] Bicycle path in Harkortstr. Präsidt-Krahn-str. northbound open for cyclists."
 id_106 q10 "Because Altona is generally bicycle-friendly like other parts of the city and there are few
barriers".
 id_106 q12 "Safe cycle paths: no traffic in the pedestrian zone".
 id_107 q11 "[...] Space for pedestrians + bicycles, fewer cars. Pedestrian and bicycle-friendly city
map?"
 id_107 q12 "Safe road / more space for bicycles."
 id_114 q10 "There hasn't been enough action taken for cyclists yet - e.g. better/safe and more cycle
paths. […]“
 id_115 q11 "[...]. Cycle paths!"
 id_117 q11 "[...] Cycle paths! New public parking for bicycles [...]"
 id_122 q12 "Harkortstr. must become even safer for cyclists and pedestrians, especially with
children. […]“
 id_123 q12 " Expand cycle path. […]“
Public transport
 id_001 q10 "Without a driver's license there is practically no alternative to public transport.
Therefore, in this situation there is hardly any choice but to accept the bad connection. In
perspective, the ""car-free"" option is the best option. However, wishful thinking is doomed to failure
if nothing soon changes about it. […]“
 id_001 q11/q12 "The connection must be greatly improved:
— The S-Bahn station Ottensen has to be approached and be easily accessible on foot
(without detours through the Lessingtunnel or via Kaltenkircherplatz).
— Bus 3 has to run more frequently (in the current cycle it is hopelessly overcrowded).
— There must be a bus line to Altona that runs frequently enough (at least every 10 minutes)
[...]".
 id_002 q11/q12 " Within 10 minutes 20km by public transport... "
 id_004 q10 "I've used mostly public transport before. The bus lines in the neighbourhood are still
missing".
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id_010 q11 "Installation of a bus line in the Harkortstraße [...]""
id_014 q11 "I'm waiting for a bus stop on Harkortstraße."
id_018 q11 "[...] Bus stop in Harkortstraße"
id_019 q11 "Renovate Harkortstraße and create bus stops. [...] When will the underground line
arrive? […]."
id_024 q12 "Bus line from Altona direction UKE via Harkortstr. (e.g. the 20 or 25, which otherwise
runs this line in parallel) [...]".
id_030 q11 "Bus lines Sharing vehicles at peak times
id_032 q10 " In order to reach the public transport options, we are forced to walk up to 1000 meters
each time. "
id_032 q11 "By installing bus stops [...] in the new Altona center"
id_034 q10 "A bus stop in Harkortstrasse was announced in the 2015 real estate sales prospectus.
In 2019, the quarter is still not connected to public transport."
id_034 q11 "Implementation of connection to public transport [...]""
id_034 q12 "Extension of public transport [..."]
id_038 q10 "Poorer connection due to public transport" (German)
id_038 q11 "Bus stops [...]"
id_042 q10 "No bus stop in adequate proximity (especially if mobility is impaired by children)".
id_042 q12 "Better public transport links [...]."
id_043 q11 "Better connection to public transport [...]""
id_044 q10 "The new centre is poorly connected to the public transport system [...]""
id_046 q11 "Better bus connection [...]"
id_047 q12 "[...] Rapid expansion of the Harkortstraße bus line. […]“
id_049 q11 "Speed up bus to Altona station."
id_052 q10 "No bus stop in the Harkortstraße"
id_053 q10 "[...] Connection to HVV not yet sufficient."
id_053 q11 "Better infrastructure through bus connection [...]".
id_054 q11 "Bus connection to the new center [...]""
id_055 q11 "[...] Bus stop Harkortstraße, Additional S-Bahn stop, Track overpass to Ottensen"
id_056 q10 "No public transport available. […]"
id_060 q10 "I use the car more because the traffic connection is very bad. […]“
id_060 q11 "If necessary by an extra S-Bahn station directly to the new center Altona. […]“
id_060 q12 "Expand public transport, direct access to the neighbourhood and clean, safe stations
without homeless people etc. are very important... Access to U-Bahn and S-Bahn stations only with
tickets."
id_061 q11 "[...] Bus stop near Eva-Rühmkorf-Straße for bus line with destination Altona Bhf".
id_062 q11 "[...] create a closer public transport station"
id_065 q11 "More bus stations"
id_065 q12 "A bus stop nearby"
id_066 q10 "the connection to Altona station is bad. Stresemannstr. is overcrowded, which makes it
difficult to use bus No. 3 to Holstenstr. A bus between station Altona to Eimsbüttel U2 station through
the new center is desirable. […]“
id_066 q11 "[...] Bus to bhf Altona or Eimsbüttel U2 Station"
id_068 q10 "[...] bus and train connection is not very satisfactory. […]“
id_068 q12 "Bus line in the direction of Altona station! […]"
id_069 q10 "The buses do not leave from Harkortstraße yet. Besides this is unfortunately still not
traffic-calmed."
id_070 q11 "Bus line [...]"
id_071 q11 "Bus+S-bahn, Bike-sharing. Safe bike parking at S-Bahn station."
id_081 q11 "Improve public transport connection [...]"
id_082 q11 "Support: Bus stations [...]"
id_082 q12 "Better bus connection [...]"
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id_084 q11 "[...] Bus line through Harkortstr, [...]"
id_089 q12 "free public transport!"
id_090 q10 "Take less train, the stations are too far away."
id_094 q11 "Bus line through Neue Mitte. […]“
id_097 q11 "Bus missing! […]“
id_098 q11 "Bus line, better connection to the subway."
id_100 q10 "The way to the buses is too far (Altona station)."
id_100 q11 "A bus line."
id_100 q12 "Better connection."
id_109 q11 "Bus line through Harkortstr. [...]"
id_115 q11 "Bus would be nice. […]!“
id_116 q10 "The distances to bus stops and S-Bahn stops are long; e.g. bus stop Gerichstr. and
ZOB Altona as well as S-Bahn."
id_116 q11 "We urgently need the announced bus line! Please contact the relevant authorities (HVV,
Authorities, etc.).
id_118 q12 "Bus through the Harkortstr. (does not yet exist) [...]"
id_119 q11 "Bus line."
id_121 q11 "Through a bus connection."
id_124 q11 "Bus stop Harkortstr."
id_126 q10 "[...] More bus stations, especially Harkortstr. [...]"
id_129 q11 " Follow-up HVV / Establishment of bus connection to Altona station"
id_131 q11 "Bus stop Harkortstr. [...]"

Parking
 id_001 q10 "[...] The already at this time escalating parking situation (Harkortstr. is often parked on
the sidewalk itself, play streets and planted areas are misused as parking lots) should give sufficient
signs for this."
 id_006 q12 "More parking spaces, including special parking spaces for sharing services at several (!)
locations, including the beginning, middle and end of Neue Mitte / Harkortstraße. […]“
 id_010 q10 "I have sold my car and rented my parking space. […]“
 id_018 q10 "The parking space has made it more convenient to use the car even for short-term use.
[…]“
 id_019 q11 "[...] Create garages for cars. Abolish all car parking spaces on the street. […]"
 id_033 q11 "[...] Fixed Car-Sharing stations so you don't have to search forever."
 id_044 q10 "[...] Already annoyed by too many cars for which there are no parking spaces! Failure of
the planning!
 id_045 q11 "More fixed parking spaces for CarSharing [...]"
 id_047 q12 "Close Cambio/Carsharing Offer [...]"
 id_050 q10/q12 "[...] I as owner in the Neue Mitte feel rather annoyed by the parking situation here
[...]"
 id_061 q11 "Reserved parking spaces for Car-Sharing [...]"
 id_078 q11 "We'd like a personal parking space so I can participate in public life."
 id_078 q12 "[...] and in Harkortstr. a fixed parking lot."
 id_079 q11 "More parking sharing, parking spaces [...]"
 id_081 q11 "[...] parking spaces, parking possibilities"
 id_084 q11 "[...] Parking offers in the quarter."
 id_094 q11 "[... ] More parking spaces for cars. […]“
 id_101 q11 "Notes for cars parking incorrectly [...]""
 id_101 q12 "[...] Police/order office checks + penalties! for parking offenders."
 id_105 q11 "As a resident I would still like to be able to unload my car in front of the house without
getting a penalty ticket. Don't park, but stop as a resident."
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 id_117 q11 "[...] make public parking compulsory costs [...]"
 id_131 q11 "[...] "Fire brigade bollards" on all access roads to Emma-Poel-Str. so that it is not
misused as a parking lot/for parent taxis".
Streets (cars)


































id_001 q10 "[...] Car owners drive in the area because there are no good alternatives. […]“
id_009 q12 "[...] The aim should be a general reduction in private motorised transport."
id_010 q10 "I have sold my car and rented my parking space. […]“
id_014 q10 "When I moved in, I abolished my car."
id_019 q10 "Car rejected. Hamburg is unfriendly to cars, pedestrians and bicycles. […]“
id_024 q10 "As there are no shopping possibilities yet, we are actually using the car more to shop
(bulk shopping) at the moment. […]“
id_033 q10 "When moving from abroad, we deliberately chose the location of our new apartment
and then decided not to take the car with us, but to try it for 6-12 months without a car. Three months
are over now and it works very well so far, so that it may not only remain a one-year attempt, but the
car-free life becomes a permanent solution. The location and the good public transport network and
Car-Sharing offer contribute to this. […]“
id_034 q12 "[...] Limit vehicle traffic"
id_038 q11 "[...] Breakthrough to Ottensen north of Lessingtunnel"
id_042 q12 "[...] Blocking Harkortstrasse for heavy traffic."
id_043 q12 "Completion of the roads".
id_044 q11 "[...] create public parking space (multi-storey car parks (P&R)) in the neighbourhood, in
which the cars can stand for nothing - cars as leisure goods, not as daily means of transport".
id_045 q11 "[...] better logistics for future construction sites (trucks)"
id_045 q12 "[...] at the moment it is simply not a normal state, the Harkortstr. is a total nightmare due
to the construction sites and due to the partial closure of the Stresemann due to the driving bans,
cars park half on the road (because it is partly also not possible otherwise), if you come by bike from
direction Stresemann, on the right the construction fence of the new building where a truck is
unloading, an oncoming truck and behind you a truck where you can only hope that he sees
someone. It is so important in the course of the construction of the Holsten area to leave enough
space and safety in the Harkortstr. for children/cyclists, but also cars, among other things with the
introduction of the zone 30 [...]".
id_047 q12 "[...] Further construction and more residents in the quarter mean that the car without a
parking space automatically loses importance. […]“
id_054 q11 "[...] Zone 30 in Harkortstraße. […]“
id_060 q10 "I use the car more because the traffic connection is very bad. […]“
id_067 q11 "30's zone in Harkortstraße"
id_069 q10 "The buses do not leave from Harkortstraße yet. Besides this is unfortunately still not
traffic-calmed."
id_069 q11/q12 "Start the expansion of Harkortstraße quickly. 30th zone !!!"
id_071 q12 "Driving may not be attractive."
id_075 q12 "Not enough charging stations in the TGI."
id_078 q12 "Zone 30th traffic light. […]“
id_079 q11 "[...] Load zone for e-cars"
id_090 q11 "30km/h Zone in the Harkortstr.! […].“
id_101 q12 "Better infrastructure [...]"
id_103 q11 "Senate has requested that Harkortstr. consistently run at 30."
id_108 q11 "[...] Direct detour to Ottensen (west) over the tracks. The detour via Streesemannstr. or
the Lessingtunnel is restricted."
id_108 q12 "[...] 30s zone in Harkortstr., more crossings. […]“
id_117 q11 "[...] Speed 30 km/h."
id_122 q12 "[...] the cars are going way too fast."
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 id_123 q12 "[...] Launch zone 30 all over Altona."
 id_131 q11 "[...] "Fire-brigade bollards" at all access roads to Emma-Poel-Str. so that it is not
misused as a parking lot/for parent taxis".
Mobility station
 id_009 q12 "[...] I am also interested in inexpensive offers for cargo transport, be it bicycles or cars.
[…]"
 id_019 q10 "[...] Mobility mix and concepts have not been thought through at all"
 id_024 q11 "Rental of cargo bikes (better availability) bike sharing"
 id_028 q12 "Free offers for everyone"
 id_033 q10 "[...] Cargo bikes seem interesting, but so far it has always seemed too complicated to go
to the mobility station and get the bike before shopping, then buy it and then bring it back again. We
prefer to combine shopping with returning home from work or hobbies, or to walk for a short time. It
would be great if there were own bikes in the underground garages of the house communities! (Or
trailers for your own bike.)"
 id_043 q11 "[...] more flexible sharing offers for bicycles of all kinds"
 id_044 q10 "[...] No relevant offers so far (except for weak-minded cargo bikes) [...]"
 id_044 q11 "Realization of relevant offers [...]l"
 id_048 q11 "normal" pedelecs (there are cargo bikes)" "
 id_050 q11 "The existing offer is sufficient."
 id_052 q12 "Better offer (is under construction)"
 id_057 q11 "better inform about car sharing, costs, range, how does such an electric car work.
Anyone who has ever only driven with conventional cars and is already older has to overcome a
certain inhibition threshold to drive an electric car for the first time."
 id_068 q11 "Continue as before, get good information, expand the offer
 id_072 q10 "More cargo bikes."
 id_074 q10 "Lease cargo bikes"
 id_076 q10 "Make more visible."
 id_088 q12 "Great variety of sharing offers for all vehicles."
 id_092 q11 "Simply rent in front of cargo bikes/rental cars."
 id_092 q12 "Clear overview of available offers."
 id_093 q11 "By even more info."
 id_107 q11 "Proactive information + residents pronounce. Office hours in the neighbourhood longer.
Lobbying for streets redesigned in the district [...]"
 id_117 q11 "More bike-sharing stations and bikes [...]"
 id_118 q11 "The location of the mobility station is quite invalid if you come from the south section of
the middle of Altona."
 id_122 q11 "I find the offer very successful and plan to try out the cargo bikes soon. […]“
Car Sharing
 id_003 q11 "[...] more Cambio cars"
 id_006 q11 "I think it is important that all CarSharing options are supported. Supporting niche
providers is not very helpful as they are less represented in the whole city than DriveNow / Car2GO /
Sixt Sharing".
 id_006 q12 "More parking spaces, including special parking spaces for sharing services at several (!)
locations, including the beginning, middle and end of Neue Mitte / Harkortstraße. […]“
 id_009 q12 "[...] I am also interested in inexpensive offers for cargo transport, be it bicycles or cars.
[…]"
 id_010 q11 "[...] Car sharing of cars with automatic transmission"
 id_033 q11 "[...] Fixed Car-Sharing stations so you don't have to search forever."
 id_045 q11 "More fixed parking spaces for CarSharing [...]"
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id_047 q12 "Close Cambio/Carsharing Offer [...]"
id_061 q11 "Reserved parking spaces for Car-Sharing [...]"
id_067 q12 "[...] More Car-Sharing"
id_079 q11 "More parking-sharing parking spaces [...]"
id_088 q12 "Great variety of sharing offers for all vehicles."
id_090 q12 "[...] Cheaper car-sharing (Drivenow is quite expensive)."
id_092 q11 "Simply borrow in front of cargo bikes/rental cars."
id_097 q12 "Larger car-sharing offer directly on site."
id_108 q11 "[...] Cheap car-sharing offer. […]“
id_118 q12 "[...] Free-floating Carsharing Parking) there are none planned)"
id_122 q11 "[...] At Cambio I would offer even bigger cars for the family."
id_126 q10 "More car-sharing spaces. […]“

StadtRad
 id_001 q11 "[...] The Stadtrad stations should come soon and at surrounding railway stations
(Altona, Holstenstr., Ottensen, Emilienstr., Christuskirche) corresponding counterparts must exist so
that the bikes can also be parked [...]".
 id_003 q11 "More cargo bikes, more city bikes nearby [...]"
 id_009 q12 "[...] I am also interested in inexpensive offers for cargo transport, be it bikes or cars.
[…]"
 id_018 q11 "More [...] Stadtradstation [...]"
 id_024 q11 "Rental of cargo bikes (better availability) bike sharing"
 id_032 q11 "Through the installation of [...] StadRad stations in the new Altona center"
 id_033 q11 "Load wheel offers closer to the house communities. […]“
 id_038 q11 "[...] Bicycle sharing stations [...]"
 id_043 q11 "[...] more flexible sharing offers for all types of bikes"
 id_047 q12 "[...] Furnishings StadtRad"
 id_053 q10 "Bike sharing services [...] not yet sufficient."
 id_053 q11 "Better infrastructure through [...] construction of city bike stations"
 id_055 q11 "Bicycle loader / trailer sharing, city bike station [...]"
 id_062 q11 "Create a Stadtradstation [...]"
 id_066 q10 "[...] The hole at the Stadtrad must be closed as soon as possible"
 id_066 q12 "More Stadtrad stations in the new Mitte and Bahrenfeld (!)"
 id_070 q11 "[...] Stadtrad"
 id_082 q11 "Support: [...] Stadtrad."
 id_082 q12 "[...] Stadtrad. […]“
 id_086 q10 "[...]. Stadtrad Station is important!"
 id_086 q11 " Stadtrad. "
 id_088 q12 "Great variety of sharing offers for all vehicles."
 id_090 q11 "[...] Bicycle rental stations."
 id_090 q12 "Bicycle rental stations. […]“
 id_092 q11 "Just borrow in front of load wheels/rental cars."
 id_094 q11 "[...] StadtRad Station in the Neue Mitte. […]“
 id_108 q11 "Many Stadtrad stations. […]“
 id_109 q11 "[...] Stadtrad station."
 id_113 q11 "A bike sharing station here in the neighbourhood would be nice."
 id_117 q11 "More bike-sharing stations and bikes [...]"
 id_118 q12 "[...] Stadtrad Stations (not yet available) [...]"
 id_126 q10 "[...] More City Bike Stations"
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Local supply in the neighbourhood
 id_006 q12 "[...] Open local shops and cafes in a short space of time so that long distances are not
always necessary for shopping."
 id_010 q10 "[...] I order groceries from Rewe and wait eagerly for the opening of Edeka at the new
park."
 id_060 q10 "[...] Even the shopping cannot be done on foot. Furthermore, the distances that have to
be covered are too far and not beautiful."
 id_060 q11 "[...] Create local supply in the neighbourhood (e.g. Budni, Edeka)."
 id_067 q12 "Open shopping facilities [...]"
 id_068 q10 "[...] No supermarket or similar within walking distance yet"
 id_068 q12 "[...] Finally open the supermarket, bakery, drugstore etc. in the güterhallen. This was
once planned for spring 2017 :-("
 id_071 q10 "No shopping facilities. 3 min to Kaufland in Eimsbüttel by car."
 id_081 q12 "Shopping facilities."
 id_082 q12 "[...] Shopping facilities within walking distance."
 id_098 q10 "Restaurants etc. more nearby"
 id_123 q10 "Everything accessible by bike, bus, train or on foot."
 id_124 q12 "Supermarket - shopping on foot."
 id_131 q12 "Supermarket in Güterhallen  shopping on foot".
Accessibility
 id_009 q12 "I am mobile. [...] I welcome transport options for people who are comparatively less
mobile. […]"
 id_056 q10 "[...] Furthermore, the curbs of the sidewalks in the quarter are not lowered."
 id_056 q11/q12 "Lower the curbs of the streets in the neighbourhood."
 id_078 q11 "We would like to have a personal parking space so I can participate in public life."
Social context – Institutions
Neighbourhood management

















id_009 q11 "the planned offers seem good to me. I haven't thought about the costs yet".
id_028 q12 "Free offers for everyone"
id_032 q12 "To get better and more convenient mobility options near my home."
id_034 q11 "[...] Enforcement of car freedom in pedestrian zones. Enforcement of the applicable
traffic regulations on Harkortstraße, additional pedestrian crossings, traffic lights on Harkortstr.
Tempo 30 on Harkortstr.".
id_044 q12 "Costs must fall, public transport and alternatives too expensive [...]""
id_045 q11 "[...] don't forget the e-scooters, better logistics for future construction sites (trucks)"
id_047 q11 "Info about city bike station and bus line (when, where?) - gladly via the website".
id_050 q10/q12 "[...] The mobility offer in the neighbourhood is nice and offers options in the offer of
alternatives to the car - due to the lack of seriousness in Hamburg politics these alternatives really to
promote by appropriate strategic transport policy measures, the offer of the neighbourhood
management remains rather in the area of isolated Nice Try. […].“
id_057 q11 "better information about car sharing, costs, range, how does such an e-car work.
Whoever has always driven with conventional cars and is already older, has to overcome a certain
inhibition threshold to drive an electric car for the first time.
id_068 q11 "Continue as before, get good information, expand the offer
id_074 q10 "Leasing cargo bike"
id_088 q12 "Great variety of sharing offers for all vehicles."
id_089 q11 "more south traffic (special for children!) registration office for traffic bikes".
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 id_093 q11 "More info."
 id_107 q11 "Proactive Information + Resident Speaking. Speaking time in the neighbourhood office
longer. Lobbying for streets redesigned in the district [...]"

D.6 Household survey – Summary of qualitative results
This section summarizes the open-ended questions of the previous section along the categories: sidewalks,
cycle paths, public transport, parking, street (car), mobility station, car sharing, StadtRad, local supply in the
neighborhood, accessibility and neighborhood management.
Material context – Infrastructure
Sidewalks







Development of traffic routes for pedestrians
Separation of cycle paths and footpaths
Maintain car-free pedestrian zone
Lower curbs in the neighbourhood
Creating safe footpaths in construction sites
Allowing loading and unloading in pedestrian zones

Cycle paths








Development of traffic routes for cyclists
Improving access via cycle paths
Separation of cycle paths and footpaths
Avoidance of cobblestones
More public parking spaces for bicycles
Reduction of bicycle theft and vandalism
Lower curbs

Public transport














Significant improvement of the connection
Currently the nearest public transport access is more than 1000m away.
Bus stop in the Harkortstraße was already 2015 in the real estate advertisement shown
Bus line 3 to Holstenstraße unsuitable for many routes, often overcrowded at Stresemannstraße
The bus and S-Bahn stops are too far away.
More frequent clocking of existing bus lines
Creation of new bus line to Altona station
Extension of the subway connection
Extension of the S-Bahn connection
Creation of new bus stops (area-wide, especially Harkorststr.)
Creation of bicycle parking facilities at the S-Bahn station
Safe S-Bahn and underground stations
Free public transport

Parking
 Regular checks by the Office of Public Order & the Police
 Create parking spaces for sharing providers
 Reduction of parking areas along the roads
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Developing solutions for sidewalk parking
Creating neighbourhood garages, creating new public parking areas
Public parking spaces subject to a charge
Establish stopping zones for local residents
Personal parking in front of the apartment for participation in public life

Street (car)












Closure of the Harkortstraße for freight traffic
Reduction of MIV
Completion of roads Improvement of infrastructure
Better planning of the construction phases of the Holsten area
30 zone in the Harkortstraße
Build traffic lights on Harkorststraße
Creating transitions
Making driving less attractive
Counteracting parent taxis
Bollards on Emma-Poel-Str. to avoid vehicle crossings
Setting up a charging zone for electric cars

Mobility station
 Extend opening hours
 Expand existing offer
— Add pedelecs to record
 Provide more cargo bikes
 Create an offer for cargo bike leasing
 Addressing residents proactively
 Unfavourable location for residents from the southern part of the city
 Find out more about Car-Sharing
 Free or inexpensive offer
 Simplify wheel hire and car sharing
Car sharing










Expand existing offer
Larger cars for families provide
Several locations for Car-Sharing (beginning, middle and end of Neue Mitte / Harkortstraße.)
Support niche providers
Provide more parking spaces for sharing services
Free-floating parking spaces
Make inexpensive offers
Passenger car with automatic transmission
Simplify lending

StadtRad
 Create stations in the neighbourhood, offer more city bikes
 As a counterpart stations in Altona, Holstenstr., Ottensen, Emilienstr., Christuskirche create
 Information about planned stations on the website
Local supply in the neighbourhood
 Create shopping possibilities on site (supermarket, bakery, drugstore etc.)
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 Open restaurants and cafés on site
 Enable shopping on foot
 Opening a supermarket in Güterhallen
Accessibility
 Creating transport opportunities for people with limited mobility
 Lower curbs in the neighbourhood
 Personal parking in front of the apartment for participation in public life
Social context – Institutions
Neighbourhood management








Longer office hours in the neighbourhood office
Create free offers for everyone
Create comfortable mobility opportunities in the vicinity
Better logistics for future construction sites
Share information about city bike stations and bus lines via website
Inform proactively
Lobbying for the redesign of roads

